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No. 8
THE OFFICE HOLDERS ALONE ARE

DEFERRED ARTICLES
world of hope may be buried in a single
BENEFITED.
grave. And thus we keep alive within our
Mr. Reeside.—In the report of the majori Extract from the Speech of Mr. Ewing of Ohio.
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
But the office holders are united, almost to a
[From Bulwer’s Pilgrims of the Rhine.]
<selves the soft springs of that morality ty
1 of the Post Office Committee, it is stated
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
man, in favor of the experiment. Need I name
which unites us with our kind, and sheds that Mr. Rèeside offered bids to carry a mail them
EXCERPTS.
JAMES K. REMICH.
? Are they not written in the Blue Book,
* * Perhaps one of the works most ■<over the harsh scenes and turbulent contests four times a week from Hagerstown, Md., to their names and avocations, to the number of
Office on the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House.
McConnelsburgh, Pa. at $40 per annum, or forty thousand ? A mercenary band, who fight
wanted in the world, is the history of Reli- of
i earth the coloring of a common love.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
at $90.—The bids were accepted, and for place and pay. And these men it is who ask
* * * The Rhine is an emblem of daily
1
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— gion.
We have several books, it is true, on
fellow citizens to endure every thing to see
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which the subject, but none can supply the want I the luxuriance of German literature—its the
' contract filled. Mr R. afterwards repre their
sented to the Postmaster General, that the their fortunes wrecked, and their wives and chil
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No allude to.
The best com men- 1person who wrote out his proposals had dren want the comforts, and even the necessaries
A German ought to write it; for fertility, its romance.
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub only a German would probably have the tary to the German genius is a visit to Ger
made a mistake ; that he intended to write of life that they, the office holders, may keep
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
requisite learning.
A German only too is man scenery. The mighty gloom of the $1400 and $1999. On the assurance of the their offices and their salaries, and that their
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for likely to treat the. mighty subject with bold Hartz, the feudel castles that look over vines Chief Clerk of the department, that there was Chief may gather fresh wreaths of glory. In the
great city of New York, where all other classes,
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
ness, and yet with veneration ; without the and deep valleys on the legendary Rhine ; no other bid, the alleged mistake was rectifi except the great money capitalists, are suffering
charged for its insertion.
shallow flippancy of the Frenchman, with the gigantic remains of antique power, ed. It was however afterwards discovered the deepest distress, how do they fare, and what
out the timid sectarianism of the English. scattered over hill, plain, and forest ; the that there were other bids ; and the Postmas do they suffer ? A Marker with his salary of
SERIOUS READING.
ter General says, that, on ascertaining the
a Guager, with his $2558; a Measurer,
It would be a noble task to trace the wind chivalry of the feudal age, and the dim fact, he reduced the claim. It appears to $4,331;
with his $2,762 ; a Naval Officer, with his $3,000, .
V1RTUE THE ESSENCE OF RELIGION.
jing mazes of antique falsehood ; to clear brotherhood of the ideal world, have here
have been reduced according to a method and so on through many closely printed pages
Virtue is the highest exercise andim- (up the first glimmerings of divine truth ; to alike their record and their remembrance. much in fashion with the department ; as the of the book. Now, as the price of every thing
provement of reason, the integrity, harmony, separate
,
Jehovah’s word from man’s inven Over such scenes the young German stilrfemt contractor in fact received $3,495 per annum. on which men subsists falls and as labor falls,
and just balance of affection, the health, (tion ; to vindicate the all-merciful, from the wanders. As the Rhine flows, so flowsWte The following article from the Hagerstown the salaries of these patriots rises in value.
When the depression approaches the extreme
strength and beauty of the mind.
(dread creed of bloodshed and of fear : and national genius, by mountain and val^ML- Mail shows that the matter requires some far- point
to which it inevitably tends, they willbe
!
lher.
explanation.
—
Boston
Pat.
Virtue’s force divine is best displayed
the
wildest
solitude
—
the
sudden
worth
double what they now are worth.—And
watching in the great Heaven of Truth the
In deep desertion of all human aid ;
(dawning of the true star, follow it-—like the ancient cities—the mouldered castle—the
At the time when all the contracts were when the unfortunate man, belonging to any
To succor-in extremes is her delight,
taken, and were read out to the proposers, a of the industrious classes, is ruined, by the de
And cheer the heart when terror strikes the sight; Magi of the east—till it rested above the stqiely, monastery—-the humble cot. Gran gentleman of Hagerstown, who we are jft- rangement of the. times, his property passes by
deur
and
homeliness,
history
and
supersti

real God.
We, disbelieving out own senses, gaze
an easy gradation, from under the hammer of the
And wonder, what'a mortal’s heart can raise,
tion, truth and fable,, succeeding one another II formed had thrown in proposals for this route, auctioneer, into the hands of these worthies.
* * * Action is that Lethe in which
was
present,
anxiously
waiting
with
many
To triumph o’er misfortunes, smile in grief,
we alone forget our former dreams, and the so as to blend into a whole. But the Ideal is )¡ others the issue. When the contractor for This it is to enjoy, to the full extent, the spoils of
’To comfort those who come to bring relief;
victory.—If their funds should fall short of what
We gaze, and as we gaze, wealth, fame decay, mind that, too stern not to wrestle with its passing slowly from the German mind, and jI this route was announced, with the sum con is necessary to take all the good bargains that
And all the world’s vain glories fade away.
emotions, seeks to conquer regret, must leave a spirit for the more active and more ma tracted for, he was completely astonished and offer, do not the deposits banks owe it to their
_
situation, ui
andM to _______
the allegiance
due to the agent
For virtue has resources buried in itself itself no leisure to look behind. As the terial literature is springing up among them, j immediately walked up to Mr. Reeside, who oiiuaviuu
out laughing. To the question how’ he | the Treasury, that they lend to these very safe
which we know not ; till the invading hour harvest that gladdens mankind in the suns The revolution of mind gathers on, prece-1I burst
could
afford
to
carry
this
mail
for
so
trifling
a
'
'
and
patriotic
gentlemen,
enough
of the public
calls them from their retreats. Surrounded of autumn was called forth by the rains of ding stormy events ; and the memories that sum, Mr. Reeside tapping him on the shoul funds to gratify their very moderate wishes .
bv ^osts without, and when nature itself spring, so the griefs of youth may make the led their grandsires to contemplate, will urge der replied, “ my object is to carry passengers And, if labor be desired—if they want havers of
the next generation to dare and to act.
having turned traitor, its most deadly enemy fame of futurity.
on the Pennsylvania road*. By this connect wood and drawers of water and servantefror their
* ■* * Ever memorable Mayence !-— ing route, I can take them from Stockton and household, the sons and daughters of the laborer^
* * * Why this eternal reference to
within, it assumes a new and superhuman
whom the experiment has driven out of employ
power, which is greater than nature itself. self? Is self alone to be consulted ? Is even memorable alike for freedom and for song— Stokes’ line without any fear of delay on ment, must serve them for the base pittance of
within
those
walls
how
ofter
woke
the
gal

their
part.
”
our
happiness,
did
it
truly
consist
in
re

Whatever be its creed—whatever its sect—
food on which they, may subsist, and the clothes
, to cover them.
from whatever segment of the globe its ori- pose, really the great of life ; I doubt if we lant music of the troubador ; and how often
The
Secretary
of
the
Senate,
in
compliance
These gentlemen ask the people to suffer ruin,
dons arise, virtue is God’s empire, and from cannot ascend higher. I doubt if we can beside that river did the heart of the maiden with a resolution of the 19th ult. presented
privation, and misery, that they may appronot say with a great moralist, “ if Virtue be tremble to the lay 1 Within those walls the statements made up to the 18th ult. showing1’ and
his throne of thrones he will defend it.
priate their goods to themselves, and be their
The orbs of creation,"the islands of light not estimable in itself, we can see nothing■ stout Walpoden breathed the great scheme the aggregate number of all who have pre-' task-masters and rulers.
which float in myriads on the universe; suns estimable in following it for the sake of ai of the Hanseatic league ; and, more than1 seated petitions, memorials, &c. for or against
ONE OF MANY.
that have no number, pouring light upon bargain.” But, in fact, repose is the poor. all, O memorable Mayence, thou can’st the executive measure of removing the pub
The subjoined instance of distress, produ
worlds that, untravelled by the wings of Ser est of all delusions ; the very act of recur claim the first invention of the mightiest en lic deposites. We give the result of inquiry ;—
ced by the unwise measures of Jackson, is
of the human intellect—the great lev For restoration of deposites to the
;
aphim, spread through the depths of space ring to self brings about us all those ills of gine
48,920 related in the Beaver Argus, the editor of
Bank of the United States
of power—the Demiurgus of the moral
’
without end ; these are, to the eye of God, self from which in the turmoil of the i<orld eller
paper vouches for the authenticity of
We become hypocon- world—the Press 1 There too lived the For the restoration of the deposites 63,103 ) which
.
i .
____ „ (hen.
but the creatures of a lesser exertion of his we cannot escape.
and. recharter of the Bank
the details.
It is only one_ _____
case out
of a thou-’ .
maligned
hero
of
the
greatest
drama
of
mod

Our very health grows an object
power, born to blaze, to testify His glory, driacs.
16,994 sand. A poor man in the suburbs of Pitts
For the recharter of the Bank
genius, the traditionary Faust, illustra For adopting such measures as will
of painful possession.
We are so desirous ern
1
and to perish 1
burg had a large family, who were depend
23,249 ent on his daily labor, and'the earnings of his
give relief
But virtue is more precious than all worlds. to be well [for what is retirement without ting in himself the fate of his successors in
dispensing
knowledge
—
held
a
monster
for
three oldest daughters at a cotton factory, for
—an emancipation, an essence of Himself—. health,] that we are even fancying ourselves
151,365 subsistence. The three girls received from
more etherial than the Angels—more dura ill ; and, like the; man in the Spectator, his wisdom, and consigned to the penalties
Against restoring the deposites and
87^ to $1 12£ each per week, which, with
ble ^han the palaces of heaven !—-the might we weigh ourselves daily, and live but by of hell as a recompense for the benefits be
17,027 the fruits of the father’s industry, enabled him
against rechartering the Bank
iest masterpiece of Him who sets the stars grains and scruples. ’ Retirement is happy had conferred on earth.
to pay his rent, maintain his famil’’ comforta
upon their course, and filled chaos with a only to the poet, for to him it is not retire
134,333 bly, and school his younger children. In this
Difference
Origin
of
Newspapers.
—
fThe
great
in

He secedes from one world but to
universe ! Though cast into this distant ment.
way he hoped to live happily, and in time to
terest excited by the defeat ?of the Spanish
earth, and struggling on the dim arena of a gain another, and he finds not ennui in se
Reform Economy.—In the report of the secure a competence for life. , But now the
hy
?
Not
because
seclusion
hath
Armada,
intended
by
Philip
IL
ol
Spain
lor
clusion
—
wl
Post Office Committee of the Senate, it ap scene is sadly changed—a dark cloud have
human heart, all things above are spectators
i_______
l_.l ________ j.
the*
the invasion
invasion of
of Rntxland.
England, oavp
gave rise
risj? tn
to tho
the inin pears that from the 30th September, 1831; to come over their prosperity. The mad and
of this conflict, or enlisted in its course. repose, but because it hath occupation. In
vention of Newspapers—the practice of cir the 30th of September, 1833, a period of two ruinous measures of the administration has
Thine, O virtue ! thine is thereat distinction ! one word then, I say of action and of indo
culating news in manuscript proving too years, Patriot Penn, of Louisville, received had the effect of stopping the factory—his
in whatever state, in whatever garb thou art lence, grant the same ills to both, and to ac
slow for the curiosity of the people. In from the Post Office, for “ blanks, paper and three daughters are thrown upon his hands,
tion
there
is
the
readier
escape
or
the
nobler
found. The man possessed of virtue can
"
„.7 and
b- !'he< himself is
of eniployment,
April, 1588, (246 years since) the first num- twine” $9,566 '36—Nine thousand five hundred ! destitute
consolation.
and---------starvation
lace,-and
always be happy in the assurance that be 1
æ
- stare
••-■■■’him
h,m in tlie
"”,Tace
a“a
H li'nrrli'ih
_
-There *1» sumeillliig 7n u«vVli 1->nr ini
every where is in the gu*ard, and under the
which. constantly, even amid the most re the earliest number of this paper now extant, two years, was taken from the establishment the cru- saci-ed eye of his Creator, having raised to
is preserved in the British Museum, and is of the Cincinnati Gazette, and transferred to his suffering,
—it is a matter of fact, and is only one of
his glory a temple in his heart; were he shut tired spots, impresses us with the exube dated July 23d, of the same year. This ♦ko
Pfltrînt for
fnr Kcohorôv*
the Patriot
Economy. The whole sum —it is a ms.
----- occurrance
of
life.
We
come
to
these
quiet
out from every other sanctuary and bereft of
was in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. Eight
nooks,
and
find
a
race
whose
existence
we
the sight of any holy emblems or ceremonies,
per and twine.
Tn their humble path, ■ volumes of this paper, comprising part of country, from J
he would still be conscious of being in the never dreamed of.
they know the same passions and tread the the reign of James 1st, Charles the 1st, and' a ......................
little mare
..
than four years, was
presence of the Majesty of heaven, and his
Two thousand six hundred twenty-seven dol- ions, to ‘ starve and be d
same career as ourselves.
The mountains the commonwealth under the protection of
adoration would be every where the same—
Cromwell and his son Richard, as we learn, lars thirty-three
■
■
■■ The value of iobs the country be brought to uttei luin, the ao
cents.
shut them out from the great world, but their
the veritable God is to be found, and a tem
are now in the library of a young gentleman seems greatly to have increased under'the ministration will not swerve from its purpose
village is a world in itself. And they know
_ should credit, commerce, the institutions ot
ple raised to him, in every part of the uni
of New Haven, Conn. The size of the pa reign of reform.—Cincinnati Gaz.
and need no more of the turbulent scenes of
the country, all, every thing be sacrificed, the
verse. Let us not narrow his sacred pres
per is three inches wide by seven long, and
, remote cities, than our own planet recks at
cotton lacto- “
“ experiment” will be adhered toby
to by those
ence even to that bound, for passing the
ff7°No less than THIRTY Rhode
cotton Island
facto i who control the destiniez of the Republic,
abounds with quaint sayings and singular no
the inhabitants of the distant stars.
What
ries have stopped operations in
limit of our contracted globe, insufficient
• consequence
_ .. _ of ,1the
. President
¡¡J > rl ' i’s experiments There is no other way of obtaining relief, but
' then is death but the forgetfulness of some tices.—New York paper.
in
alas! to fill even our finite idea of the un
for the People to rise in their strength, and
new hearts added to the general unconscious
the currency. In consequence the de wrest from those in power the trust, that has
measured authority and government of his
The Journal of Madrid, t\\e Jlthenee. pub- upon
>
ness of our existence that pervades the uni
mand forLUM-BER has almost entirely ceas been so greatly abused. At the ballot box,
power, his benevolence and his wisdom ; he
lishes a very singular letter respecting a dis- 1ed in that State. A memorial from Provi
verse ? The bubble breaks in the vast des
spreads himself over other worlds as incalcu
covery recently made, and which particular dence recently presented in Congress, con the people can and will remedy the evils
ert of the air without a sound.
that have been brought npon them by their
lable in number, as impartial in the diffusion
* * * In looking back to the life of ! ly relates to natural history. It appears that tains the following :
of his holy spirit; and doubtless in every
in digging the canal of Sophena,a rock ivaS
In regard to the lumber business, your me rulers.
one we have loved, how de^r is the thought
part of these regions, the votary may with
fourtd about eight feet under the surface, and morialists have procured statements from the
Copper Ore.—Mr. James Neal of Unity,
that the latter - days were the days of light,
equal certainty of being heard erect his altar
beneath this rock, at eighteen feet, some ar lumber merchants in Providence Only. It this State, informs that he has discovered on
that the cloud never chilled the beauty of the
this season of the year,. they
— - at ------- his farm a vein of copper ore, situated in a
and offer up his prayer, hulw’er.
gillaceous earth. At this spot a IIUUKUI
human appears vthat
setting sun, and that if the years of existence
have hitherto been under contract for lumber primitive granite rock ; its width on the top
body in a state of petrification was discovi’ ’
nrks of It0 the amount of at least O" seventy five
were brief, all that existence has most ten
Beautiful Extract.—I saw a mourner
ered, of which the bones, having the marks of THousAND dollars, and at the present time, being two and a half feet. A shaft has been
der, most sacred, was crowded into that
sunk fifteen feet, where the ore is more than
standing at even-tide over the grave of one <
veins and arteries, resembling a whitish have ordered but fourteen hundred dollars.
space ! Nothing dark then or bitter, rests
six feet in width ; and he states that there are
dearest to him on earth. The memory of :
piece of stone. This body was eighteen
with our remembrance of the lost ; we are
joys that were past, came crowding on his
Prayer for Riders.—It is suggested in a strong indications of this ore for a consider
feet long [Jen inches and three lines French.]
able distance to the south of the shaft, and
the mourners,'but pity is not for the mourn
soul. “ And is this,” said he, “ all that re
The head’ was two feet broad and the chest Boston paper to set apart a day in the ensu to the north of the same it passes immedi
ed—our grief is purely selfish ; when we
mains of one so loved and so lovely ? I call
three feet in breadth. A Physician and ing month for special prayer for our rulers. ately under a hill. The ore, he also states,
turn to its object, the hues of happiness are
but no voice answers. Oh ! my loved one
surgeon examined the body and recognized We have no objection to prayers, if corres can be drained to the depth of more than 106
ponding efforts are made to make an impres
will not hear ! O death ! inexorable death ! round it, and that very love which is the it to be a man. Several oflhe most respect- sion oh our rulers through the ballot boxes. feet. There is a convenient water privilege
what hast thou done? Let me íie down parent of our woe was the consolation—the able persons have visited the spot for the —Without this appeal, we fear they are past■ about 70 rods from the site of tffe ore. A
purpose of seeing the curiosity. Several II praying for. We know them well enough chemist of New York has obtained fifty two
and forget my sorrows in the slumbers of the triumph—of the departed !
*
* One of the common disap
per cent of pure copper from a specimen of
learned persons have supposed that this man to assert that if we do not vote against them,
grave !”
the ore. Professor Silliman- says it is the
When he thought thus in agony, the gen pointments of the heart is, that women have of eighteen feet must have lived before the they care not how much we preach against 'same species from which most of tHe English
so rarely a sympathy in our better and high
deluge. There is no doubt the authorities them.—Noah's Star.
tle form of Christianity came by. Sbebade
ore is obtained. A chemist in Boston, it is
This reminds us of the story of the Ger further stated, iq analyzing a specimen, found
him look upward, and to the eye of faith the er aspirings. Their ambition—it is not for will take care that this relic be preserved
they cannot understand that
man priest who was employed to go over the a portion of silver mixed with thfc copper.
heavens were disclosed. He heard the song. great things
for future examination.
ground in the Spring and bless it, so that the The subject is worthy the attention of the
of transport of the great multitude which no desire “ which scorns delight and loves labo
farmer might have good crops. He spread
Scientific .—Portsmouth Journal.
man can number around the throne. There rious days.” If they love us, they usually
An Irishman applied lately to the Cap out his hands in many places as he went
exact
too
much.
They
are
jealous
of
the
were the spirits of the just made perfect—
along,
until
he
came
to
a
very
barren
spot.
ambition to which we sacrifice so largely, tain of a canal boat at Albany, which was “ Ah, my friends, said he, “ prayers will avail
Growing Onions.—- A writer in the North
there, the spirit of her he mourned ! Thenand which divides us from them ; and they about to proceed to Buffalo, for an opportu nothing here ; this must have manure.”
ampton Farmer directs that’after thè beds are
happiness was pure, permanent and perfect.
nity
of
working
his
passage
as
far
as
Lock

leave the stern passion of great minds to the
Kennebec Journal.
formed and the seed planted in the usual way,
The mourner then wiped the tears from his
port. To this the Captain assented, and
the spaces between the rdWs ought to be cov
eyes, took courage and thanked God : “ All only solitude which affection cannot share. assigned to his Irish friend the task of lead
with strips of board, of such width as
Every day developes some new trait of ered
(
the days of my appointed time,” said he, To aspire is to be alone.
ing
the
horses
1
Barney
seemed
satisfied,
will leave from two to two and a half inches
* * * In th? immense sum of human
character fin the dominant party.
i£ will I wait till my change come ;” and he
and proceeded, apparently contented, as far
They Spend thousands of dollars of the between them for the rows. These boards
returned to the duties of life, no longer sor existence, what is a single unit ? Every sod as Schenectady ! when he inquired bow public money, in the collection of hundreds should remain till the onion is considerably
on which we tread is the grave of some for
rowing as those who have no hope.
advanced, and till it begins to bottom ; when
■
.
mer being : yet there is something which much it would cost if he went as a passen- and call that economy.
Th-ey give their Chief unlimited power they should be removed and preserved for
g
er
__f
or
«
by
St.
Patrick,
fsaid
hej
I
’
d
as
Happiness is more equally divided among softens without enervating the heart, in tra soon go a fut as to work my passage in over the sword and purse of the nation, and another year. This covering prevents the
o-rowth of weeds ; keeps the ground horn be
call that constitutional right.
mankind, than is generally believed ; the cing in the life of another those emotions
America.”
They consign the consciences of their op coming too wet or too dry ; screens it from
rich may have the means and the poor the that all of us have known ourselves. For
who is there that has not, in his progress
ponents to everlasting torture, and call that the cold night air, and is said greatly to pro
disposition, the one though rich by posses
The reason why.-^N small Tad asked
mote the growth of plants, as well as to save
sion, is poor by deprivation—the other, through life, felt all its ordinary business ar permission of his mother to goto a Ball.
And they speak of the President as they •labor in keeping down the weeds. If the
though poor by non-possession, is rich by rested, and the varieties of fate commuted She told him it was a bad place for little •would of a King, and discourse of his “ legit boards are whitewashed, they will permit less
into one chronicle of the affections ? Who
imate successor, as would the subjects of a heat to escape from the ground during the
inclination.
has not watched over the passing away of boys. li Why, mother, didn’t you and King, and call that democracy. But they do
night.—db.
father
use
to
go
to
balls
when
you
was
some being, more to him at that epoch, than
not call things by their right names. Tory
People seldom differ in their opinion of
all the world ? And this unit so trivial to young r” 11 Yes, but we have seen the ism would be a more appropriate phrase.
The store of Messrs. Long, Loring & Co.
any object they view in the same light at the calculation of others, of what inestimable /o/ly of itf answered the mother. “ Well
Phila. Gaz.
of Buckfield, was broken open on the night
the same time—it is when the light is ob
mother,
”
exclaimed
the
son,
<£
1
want
to
see
value was it not to him ? Retracing in an
of the 23d ult., and many pieces of silks, ves
scured or withdrawn, and memory succeeds other such recollections, shadowed and mel the-folly of it tooN
The committee of the Senate, on the Post tings, Handkerchiefs, &c. were stolen.
Office
affairs,
propose
to
meet
in
Washington
to vision, that a difference of sentiment, and lowed down by time, we feel the wonderful
______ Office airairs, propose i
Twenty five dollars are offered for the detecon the
the 15th
15th September
September next, to continue their
contention about it, takes place.
Politeness.—il John, shall I take a seat in on
I tion of the thief.—Portland Courier.
sanctity of human life ; we feel what emo
1 investigations.
tions a single being can awake ; what a your waggon ?” “ No, thank’e, sir.”

MISCELLANEOUS

!tl„

I0™

PALLADIUM.

An evil mind is naturally suspicious.
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(G^The Figure Head ComflE'Ted.^^

We congratulate Commodore Elliott on
TWENTY-THIRD CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION.
Four days later from France.—By the ship
[Correspondence of the Baltimore Patriot.] the completion of his »great work.” We
Manchester, Paris papers to the 24th of May
SATURDAY, JULY 12.JL834?---think webear amidst the paeans of applause
SENATE..
m.
WASHINGTON, JUNE 27, 1834.
have been received in New York. They
which rend the skies, the sweet toned and
SATURDAY, JUNE 28.
. Ibe 1 ost Office business was up for discus- flattering voice of Immortality.- «“ Elliott
Convention of the
contain nothing of importance. The funeral
Elliott and
and
In consequence of a desire which has been
of Gen. Lafayette took place on the 23d.
In addition to the business already men sion in the Senate, this morning, and Mr. the Figure Head” is chaunted in harmonious
Lwing made an excellent speech. Ewing unison with » Chantry and Washington.” very extensively expressed by persons of dif
tioned as having been transacted, the bill to Ewing
FUNERAL OF LAFAYETTE.
as proved by the documents The work is accomplished.
Th«
-----------------S™
in all1parts
of the
State'
The Figure ferent political .parties
From an early hour on the morning of the regulate the gold coin of the U. S. was pas let out the fact,
CoNVENTTniv
ni? the
TWV P
Prnnr
T. will be
l._ hold
1 , ’
P,°St
,R,eP°rp—that Head has lost its head, and all Rome rejoices. I a C
onvention of
eople
22d of May, the Rue d’Anjoii St. Honoré, in sed, after striking out what related to the gold Parson BrownhL
has been in the habitof receiv
which the hotel of the late lamented Lafay dollar. The bill regulating the circulation of ing casks or half casks of wine from mail The » Glory” of yesterday was this morning | en at Augusta on the 31st day of July next
ette is situated, and every street and passage foreign gold coins was also passed, with an contractors, by which undoubtedly, the heart wrapped up in sail cloth, » to hide its dimin at ten of the clock A. M. for the purpose of
ished head" from the impertinent gaze of ad nominating a candidate to be supported for
in its vicinity, was crowded with citizens of amendment.
the office of Governor, at the approaching
The bill making appropriations for light of the reverend gentleman was opened to miring multitudes.
Paris, hastening to pay their last tribute of
give the extra i allowances
in such profusion.
®
We lament the
our CODcon- September election.
i jr»
i
ms necessity,
uuutJBSiiy < but
uui uur
respect and attachment to the illustrious de houses, &c. was considered, and after strik- j <17»
It is believed that there is a general and
ing out appropriations for marine hospitals at I Whether each half cask cost the United I science will not permit us to be silent, that
ceased.
The funeral ceremony, says Galignani’s Portland and New Haven, previously made, States a round $10,000 or not, I cannot say, i compels us to announce the truly lamentable growing opinion that the interests of the State
but it such be the fact, then we can readily and melancholy intelligence, that the Graven require that the Governor should not be eith
Messenger, from the public character of the and rejecting a proposed one for a hospital account
nnrnunt for
tnr the
th» bankruptcy
hnnbwintnv of the depart
_____ _  r
. • i 4
, °
’
deceased, both as a member of the Chamber at Providence was re-committed. The Sen ment, and why it is indeed in such confusion. Image which Jesse the Commodore set up— er the head or the servant of a party ; stj|i
be vnuci
either tue
the leaner
leader ormor in
---------- .......
iw worship,
vwisuip, and to wonder at less that he should «c
a thing .w.
for mvu
men to
J*»' - " - ' - of Deputies and a General, was invested by ate concurred in the amendments made by
1 he debate this afternoon and evening has —has died by decapitation. Some dare devil; st’’ument of a small faction always ready tosacrelating —
to -----duties- on
the Government with all the imposing pomp the House in^ the bill
. ................a
SYPH war moi« on J
ipf
A
r ..
/•
»
•. . . 1
J
C
1.
_
waxed
warmer
and
warmer.
Grundy
has
which the attendance of numerous bodies of |.
^he amendments of the House had the floor and so has Robinson. Clay bore fellow, who richly merits the punishment of rifice the good of the community totheirown
a monument and an epitaph, stole iupon his selfish objects of personal aggrandizementmilitary never fails to give to processions of in the" bill for a grant to the Polish exiles, by down upon Robinson—iuvuiHiJsuu. v>idy uore
..,„v | sleeping
but that the Chief Magistrate of a free people
•stating as a fact, that
7 .7 victim, during the Jroarin
ig of the
this description ; while the attendance of the which they were to be charged $1,25 per his brother in Illinois had
an extra allowance
National Guards, who came forward in im acre was disagreed to. The bills for the pur of $8000, on a contract of $1000, and that storm last night, and sawed his head off!! I in the administration of the government
impartially regard the interests ofthe
mense numbers, to join in giving effect to chase of the papers of Washington, and to or that brother was connected with a family We want language to express our abhorrence should
this parting act of homage to their venerable ganize the department oflndian affairs, were (meaning Col. Johnson’s family) that were of this detestable and savage act—an act State.
It is therefore thought desirable that the
colleague, and the crowded state of the streets passed. At 11 o’clock, the Senate proceed fed, pampered and fattened upon public pat worthy only of a Mohawk ora Black Hawk.
leading to the Church of the Assumption, ed to the consideration of executive business. ronage. Clay added that the brother was Infamous wretch ! to decapitate the » Lord’s People should meet and select their own canAnointed.” The » glory has departed—the didate, that when elected he may feel himself
Mr. Southard laid on the table the follow
where the funeral ceremony was to be per
not a friend of the administration ; he only Man worshipper is rolling in ashes—his Idol is responsible to the People directly and to them
formed, and from thence along the Rue de la ing resolution :
“ Resolved, That the Committee on Fi- stated the fact, leaving the inference to be clothed in sackcloth, and nobody says » Alas only ; and not to a few active partisans, who
.Taix, the entire length of the Boulevards, and
drawn as to the influence it might be sup poor Jesse ! Alas poor Figure Head !!”
may have been principally instrumental in
nancehave leaVe to sit in the recess, on the posed
• ¡every spot near which the procession was to Qiihinnfc
to have on many men’s “
minds. Clay
Clay
Txrifl-i which 4.they
1__ _were charged
I
< »by
elevating him to the office.
Boston Transcript.
pass, showed the extent of the popularity, and subjects with
the resolutions of February 4 and May 5< | a’b.° aH dedtojhe Hill family in New-HampIt is to be hoped all the Towns in the State
A. the affectionate esteem with which the de- and
that said Committee be further instructed ! ^ i’ ' had fifteen contracts, as another
y ceased was regarded by every class.
The Boston Evening Journal gives the will be represented, that a fair and full exby the, Puj’lic
y> aIld
ic raone
money,
and following further particulars : notwithstand pression of the voice ofthe People may be
'
About half past seven the members of the to inquire whether the Bank of the Uniffid ' fam‘Y
States has violated its charter ? Whether I
now defended '<Poli the floor by a tmtfen ing the Constitution was snugly moored be obtained.
By order of the
various Deputations appointed to take part in any
of S^ü. KXLing “ Si
» Whig Central Committee ”
the procession began to arrive at the Hotel,
tween the Columbus and the Independence
.
.
»
|
tions
weie
up
foi
discussion
while
I
am
wri

June 23, 1834.
which was handsomely hung with black.— Bank are safe ? What has been the con
ting this.—The speeches of Clay, Clayton and for safe keeping,—notwithstanding vigilant
Among these were numbers qf staff officers, duct of the Bank since 1832 in regard to the Ewing will attract great attention when they sentries were constantly occupied during the
nightJn .pacing
aiSD™ «T«»®»« OF YORK.^ ■
of the troops, and the national guards. De extension and curtailment of its loansand dis
U thfUe
-- --are reported. They let in more light upon r~'tachments of infantry were placed as Guards counts, and to its dealings in internal ex that Charnel House of corruption.
the Frigate and the seventy-fours.
._„rs.—with
The Whigs in the several towns in the
of Honor in the commencement of the Rue changes ? And what has been its general
huge muskets loaded with gun-powder and j County of York, are requested to meet and
bullets,---- notwithstanding the » divinity” select delegates to attend the State Convendu Faubourg St. Honoré, the Rue Royale, conduct and management since that period ?”
[Correspondence of the N. Y. American.]
<717 kinU
... -1
_
... 1_ * . .
1
» »
1 »-» ♦ r~. I-»
I J „ a A . ..
.
1
_
The resolutions of February 4 and ¿May 5
which doth » L.hedge
a kingM” and1 should
at j ♦lion,
to be Lheld
at Augusta,
on the
31st July
the Rue St. Florentin, and other points by
WASHINGTON, SATURDAY NIGHT.
relate to an examination into the state of the
tach itself to the images of royalty,—when inst.
which the procession was to pass.
Whig County Committee for York
July 8, 1834.
Mr. Ewing called up <the resolutions, &c. the portals of morning opened in the East, it
At a few minutes after nine the body was pet Banks and the currency of the country.
of the Post Office. Every art was essayed to was discovered that the upper part of this
brought down and deposited in the hearse,
induce him to permit the matter to slumber, venerable effigy had been removed by violent
which was decorated with twelve tricolored
Whigs of Kennebunk—Attend !
MONDAY, JUNE 30.
Hags, three at each corner ; it was surmount
The Whigs of the town of Kennebunk •
Mr. Webster presented a memorial from until the reports of the two Committees late hands, and we learn that it has not since been
all who are opposed to the present corrupt
ed by plumes, and had the letter L. on vari Springfield, Mass., disapproving the removal ly appointed to examine, &c. during the re seen.
[Many people regret the act, but all are administration of our government, and to
ous parts of the drapery, and was drawn by of the deposites. The bill to remit the duty cess, should be forthcoming at the next sesfour black horses. The cordons of the hoarse uu
those ruinous measures, by which our coun
on locomotive steam engines was considered,
considered ji sion. A most exciting debate took place, and rejoiced that the head »dropped off.”]
were held by four persons of distinction, cand laid on the table. The bill to regulate as there was no Senator hardy enough to de
try has been reduced, from prosperity to the
It is much to the credit of the Jackson par most severe distress, all who want to see
friends of the deceased. After a few minutes the intercourse with Indian tribes was’pass- ny the unconstitutional acts committed by the
spent in preliminary arrangements, the fune ed. The resolution, authorizing the com Post Master General, Mr. Clayton would have ty in the Senate, that they have not even at our happy constitution preserved invio
ral march struck up, and the cortege began mittee on Finance to sit during the recess, to them say so by a direct vote, or deny it. Af tempted to sustain Mr. Barry in these unlaw late, are requested to assemble at the School
to move. The hearse was preceded by muf investigate the condition of the Bank of the ter some very forcible remarks by Mr. Clay ful proceedings. Why does the President House, in the village, on Thursday evenin»
fled drums, deputations from various legions U. S. and for other purposes, was adopted, in defence of the committee, and calling on sustain him ? Why has he not long since next, at half past seven o’clock, to choose deh
of the National Guards of Paris and the Ban- ayes 20, nays 12. The bill to improve the them to disregard the clamours with which yielded to the voice of the nation, and sent i egates to attend the Convention at Augusta
lieue, the 61st Regiment of the Line, and a navigation of Hudson River was passed, ayes they must expect to be assailed by the pen him back to Kentucky! Above all, why on the 31st of July.
regiment of Red Lancers. The Hearse fol- 21,
! nays 14. The bill, appropriating 900,000 sioned horde of 10,000 postmasters, and the does he not do it now ; and thus relieve the
Kennebunk, July 10, 1834.
lowed, which was immediately succeeded by acres
i
of land to satisfy the claims of officers numerous contractors who so long fattened administration, itself none too buoyant, of a
The Jackson County Convention, at Al
the Deputations of the Chambers of Peers iand soldiers of the Virginia Continental line, on » the spoils of office,” Mr. Webster drew dead weight which it is poorly able to bear ?
and Deputies ; other deputations followed 'was laid on the table. The Light house bill out Mr. Grundy by charging him with using while all the other timbersjof the Cabinet are fred, on the 4th inst. was called to order by
( from various public bodies, among whom we ’was read a third time and passed. Bills were the tact of his profession in simply admitting changed, it will be strange indeed if William
William Mann of Shapleigh. Col. Solomon
perceived numbers of foreigners, particularly also passed, supplementary to an act concern the illegalities that were practiced, when, in T. Barry alone remains in his place.
Strout of Limington was chosen PresidentJournal of Commerce.
Americans and Poles. These were succeed ing copy rights, concerning tonnage duty on stead of this, he should have loudly denoun
ed by Chefs de Bataillon of the National Spanish vessels, and providing for the pay ced them. Mr. Benton said it gave him great
Mark Dennett of Kittery and Harrison Low
Guards and the Line, and these again follow ment of claims for property lost in the mili pain to be forced to admit these improprie From the J\/ew York Courier and Enquirer. ell of Biddeford, Vice Presidents—and James
Disgraceful Riot.—About half past seven
ed by other detachments of the National tary service of the Union, during the late war. ties, but he must nevertheless do so. Mr.
Guards and troops of the Line, headed by A message on executive business was receiv Grundy said he could do no more. Mr. For last evening, a disgraceful riot occurred in Ayer of Newfield, Samuel Mildram of Wells
muffled drumsand full military band ; two ed
______________
_
vv 1Cii
„|Ulc lIWthe syth was silent ; and finally Mr. Webster said front of the door of the store of Mr. Hutchins and Simon Lewis, Jr., of Kittery, Secretaries.
from the President.
Bills,
to regulate
pieces of cannon, and detachment of the first public deposites, in State Banks, and for the that if a vote was taken on the first resolu No. 1/4, Chatham street, which was marked —After a prayer by Elder Burbank, County
regiment of Artillery, with a numerous body erection of Marine hospitals, were laid upon tion denouncing the act, the illegality, the un with all the violence that usually character Treasurer, a committee was raised for the
constitutionality of which was thus admitted izes such tumultuous assemblages. The facts
of cavalry of the National Guards.—Four of the table. mi
- ---’ '
■ • •
•
The
resolution,
authorizing
the
the Royal carriages, three private ones of the committee on Public Lands to take deposi by honorable Senators, he would move to as obtained from official sources, are as fol purpose of nominating candidates for State
General followed by another regiment of tions during the recess, was adopted. The let the subject lie on the table, until they lows : A woman came into the shoe store of and County officers, and a committee to pre
Lancers^ seven private carriages, and a body Senate receded from their disagreement to' should see fit to call it up again. The ques- Mr. Hutchins to purchase a pair of shoes, and pare an address and resolutions.
of Municipal Guards, wound up the proces the amendment of the House in the bill forJ tion was then4 put on the first resolution de- gave her old shoe as a measure. A number
The first named Committee reported the
sion.
the benefit of the Poles. The amendment daring the contracts for loans by the Post of pairs of shoes were produced for her to try following list of candidates :—
on, one of which she contrived to secrete
The immense crowds, and the small space provides, that the land titles shall be granted master General, illegal and void.
For Congress, Jeremiah Goodwin of Al
One and all, being forty-one Senators then 1about her person, and was leaving the store
left for the military ; occasioned considerable after ten years settlement thereon, upon pay
present in the Senate, affirmed by an unani with them, when she was arrested in her fred ;—Senators, Alexander McIntire of
confusion previous to arriving at the church, ment of the minimum price.
for want of room, the hearse being stopped
Mr. Webster presented a memorial from mous vote the opinions and resolutions re course by Mr. Scribner, and Mr. H. Hudson, York ; Nathaniel Clark of Limington and
on one occasion more than a quarter of an citizens of Boston correcting errors in the ported by the majority of the Committee. who took the shoes from her, when she left,
Frederic Greene of Saco ;—bounty Treas„ h°Xir- JElie coffin vvas
signatures ot the antj-Bank mpmnrial nf that The President himself is now condemned by with reclaiming her old shoe. She immedi- uicr, Elder Samuel Burbank.
VTy tnat sne was insulted 1
iormed, the procession again proceeded ; and
® reduced "> 1J30. and stadng tutional borrowing of the money, the con- and abused, and so excited the sympathies of
notwithstanding the incalculable crowds as tt.
On the nomjpating committee were 4 Cus
tha the liy,ng and the dead, the citizens of. cealment of the fact, and still more for hav the crowd that speedily assembled, that with
sembled, has passed the Rue de la Paix, and all
towns, and several States, are contained in ing retained in office, and continuing to do out ascertaining the facts, they immediately tom House Officers; the Register of Pro
is now (as we are going to press) far advan that memorial. The memorial was referred,
so after all these disclosures of admitted de commenced the work of destruction. The bate ; 2 County Commissioners; the Judge
ced on the Boulevard, with the most perfect and
ordered to be printed.
linquencies, the persons who committed carpet at the door was torn to pieces, the Advocate ; 3 State Senators ; 4 Postmasters
order and regularity.
I
them, of whatsoever grade. It appeared in awning cut into tatters and thrown down, the and several Deputy Sheriffs.
mu J 1
e ,
MADRID, MAY 11.
the debate, that Parson Brown profited most window on the Mott street side was
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
1 he delay ofthe convocation of the Cortez
The second committee reported a Pream
if he is not the only one who has done so, by broken to pieces, and a rush was made to en
is generally attributed to the Premier, Mar I
SATURDAY, JUNE 28.
the close connection between the contractors ter the store in order to complete the work of ble and Resolutions. The first resolution ur
tinez de la Rosa, who finds great difficulty
The Harbor bill was passed after an a- on the one part getting extra allowances, and destruction. Some even went so far as to ges a continued support of the administra
an the Provincial divisions.
mendment, proposed by Mr. Polk, to strike the officials on the other getting loans of mo endeavor to prevent the assembling of the
tion ; the 2d and 3d, denounce and vilify the
out an appropriation relative to obstructions ney, presents of wine, groceries, &c.
watch, but they came in considerable num
Later from Europe.—By the ship N. York, in Red River, had been rejected. The aSenate
; the 4th, condemns the Bank for con
bers, and aided by Messrs. Thomas, Dunshee,
London papers of the 25th of May have been mendments of the Senate, in the bill to carry
We learn that, on Saturday evening, the and Tompkins, of the Police, and by Messrs. duct of which it was never guilty ; the 5th,
received at New York. Their contents are into effect certain Indian treaties, were con
nomination of William Hunter, of Rhode Green and Tarr, constables of the Fourth lauds Mr. Shepley and stigmatizes Mr.
not important.
curred in. The bill to remit the duty on lo
The treaty between the Four Powers, al comotive steam engines, was ordered to a Island, to be Charge d’Affaires at Rio Janeiro, ward, Mr. Shanklin, of the Fifth, and others, Sprague ! the 6th, puffs Mr. McIntire ; the
though ratified by Queen Donna Maria’s gov third reading. The bill to equalize the dis- was confirmed ; as was also that of Hum- were enabled to prevent the violence intend 7th, approves the nomination of Mr. Dunlap
phi ey H. Leavitt, (now a Representative in ed.—The mob then raised the cry of» State
ernment, had not been received from Lisbon, criminating duties on American vessels in Congress)
to be District Judge of the United Prison monopoly ! down with the store 1” the for Governor ; the 8th, approves of the pro
at London, but was hourly expected, by the Havana and Porto Rico, was passed. The
destruction of which it appeared to be their posed ‘ National Democratic Convention’ for
©tates
for
the
District of Ohio.
Countess of Pembroke steamer.
following account is given in the IntelligenBenjamin Pollard, of Virginia, has been determination to accomplish, but for the active nominating candidates for President and
The reports of the present state of trade in oer of the proceedings of the evening session :
appointed, with consent of the Senate, Charge exertions of Aiderman Ferris, Justice Mc Vice President, and the 9th, pledges the con
Birmingham are very gloomy. This is at
I he sitting continued until a very late hour
Ewen of the 10th Ward Court, and the offi
tributable to several causes,—the general de and we are enabled to report only the main d Affaires of the United States at Buenos
Ayres.—Nat. Int. of 30th ult.
cers and watchmen in attendance. In his vention to use all fair and honorable means to
pression of the agricultural interests ; the business transacted.
efforts to prevent the commission of violence, secure the election of the candidates for Con
embarrassed state of America, occasioned by
The Baltimore Rail-road bill (from the
the
coat of Aiderman Ferris was torn from gress, State Senators and Treasurer.
The
Senate
sat
on
Saturday
evening
till
11
President Jackson’s bank proceedings ; and benate) was laid on the table by a vote of 107
the scarcity of money amongst the tradesmen. to 50.
o clock, and the House of Representatives sat his body and himself considerably bruised ;
The Committee for preparing resolutions
Mr. Shanklin was thrown down, trampled on
Letters from Madrid, at London, on the
The Road bills in Michigan and Arkansas until two hours past midnight, both bodies and kicked, but escaped with whole bones, consisted of seven members—the County At
24th, announce that the ratification of the trea were passed.
earnestly engaged in business. In the House and several of the officers were violently as
torney, a Postmaster, the Clerk of the Courts,
ty of Don Pedro bad been received there.
The bill for the Polish Exiles was also Qi Representatives, every bill which has pas saulted.
J
a printer under the control of the office hold
The Madrid Gazette, of the 14th May, passed.
sed was acted upon, except two not reported
There appeared to be a settled purpose to
publishes a letter from Martinez de la Rosa
tbe Senate to., reorganize the irom the Committees ; a circumstance unpre trample on all law, and set at defiance all pri ers, a physician, a member of the State Leg
to the Captain General of New Castile, an Marine Corps was passed.
cedented in the history of Congress within
vate right. In this tumultuous assemblage, islature and a merchant !
nouncing the .Queen Regent’s intention of as
The bill allowing the land-claimants under our recollection of it. We have collected in
The meeting was addressed by the Attor
sembling the Cortez on the 24th of July, and Bartrop and Maison Rouge, to have their the preceding columns the best account we moie than 200 persons were engaged, and
ordering him W prepare a hall for their sit claims heard in the Supreme Court, was, af can of the business which was transacted.—¿6. more than 2000 spectators were assembled to ney General and an ex-Custom House officer,
witness these disgraceful transactions. Some who is, if report speaks truly, the promisee
ting.
ter a hard fight, rejected, yeas 64, nays 90.
persons were arrested, who were rescued
The British government have determined
Our
readers
may
be
curious
to
learn
the
Ihe Senate after having indefinitely post
of the office of Counsellor for York County,
that all foreign papers shall be admitted into poned the hght-house bill, sent for it back to fate of the bill of the House of Representa horn the grasp of the watch by the mob, who
followed them in their way to the watch vice Mr. Clark, who, according to the decree
England, on payment of three halfpence for ,Grr!Ve tbe-iurtber action of that body.
tives for regulating the deposites of public house. From the violence evinced it was
each paper.
The fortification bill was slightly amended money. It has not been acted upon in the necessary to keep a guard until a late hour, of the junto of office holders, must be elected
benate since it was reported in that body to prevent a recurrence of scenes so destruct Senator in September.
^enate and the House concurred.
The Hardest.-The Salem (N. J.) Banner
Phe rest of the night was occupied chiefly with an amendment which proposed a sub ive of law and decency. The mob after be
The official account of the proceedings of
stitute for the whole bill. It is hardly likely ing a long time assembled
states that nbtwithstanding the unusual cold with private bills from the Senate.
finally ddisthinb .n . .i
l- ---- —---j
m. .uug uiue dssernoiea were imallv
s^°use adjourned to meet at 9 o’clock
and wekspring we have witnessed, the Wheat
° “i"“1 P^ed and order was on“ more permitted to the Jackson Caucus, at Alfred, is published
and Rye m that vicinity, is ripe for being cut on Monday morning.
in the organ of the office-holders without
• (own by the sycleq and the farmer’s visage
note or comment. It is rather a modest ac
brightens as his barn fills with the fruits of his
The Cabinet under its new organization
Bowdoin College.—We have received the count for thdt party to send forth. The
MONDAY, JUN,E 30.
labor. Corn is backward, in low grounds ;
Memorials were laid on the table, praying is as follows :—John Forsyth, Secretary of catalogue of this year. Medical students 80, reports were adopted
fears are felt lest it should be drowned out, but that authority may be given to import distill State ; Levi Woodbury, Secretary of the Seniors 36, Juniors 39, Sophomores 25
.
P aI we are told—but we
a few warm rays of the sun will soon revive ed spirits in smaller casks than are now allow Treasury ; Lewis Cass, Secretary of War • Froal.mnn
*
, I 31'0
told with
Freshmen 50. nv.-i
Total cun
24o’.
aie not
not told
with how little unanimity.
it. Gats, on the contrary, have grown to an ed by law. The House, after some debate, Mahlon Dickerson, Secretary of the Navy;
We hear no boasting of numbers—nothing of
uncommon size ; we were showh a stalk, a insisted on their amendment to the bill for a William T. Barry, Post Master General ;
A Revolutionary Tribute.—At a contribu the enthusiasm and unanimity which pre
day or two since, taken from a field belonging
Benjamin
F.
Butler,
Attorney
General.
grant to the Polish exiles. The true nature
tion taken up for the benefit of the Poles, in vailed on the occasion, no assurances of suc
to Mr. John Denn, of Mannington, which or
this amendment appears in the account of
Dr. Channing’s church, Boston, a check on
measured 5 feet four inches, and anpeared the proceedings of the Senate. Messrs. Con
The Post Office Committee appointed by one of the banks of that city for one hundred cess. The truth is, unless we have been great
well laden with gram.—Phil. Gaz.
ner, Stoddert, Whittlesey, H. Everett, Beards- the House of Representatives to sit in the dollars, was received. It ran thus—Pay to ly misinformed, the Convention was a com
ly, W atmough, and Hawes were appointed a recess, afe, it is understood, to assemble in
The Americans in Paris, on hearing ofthe committee to investigate the affairs of the ffiis city on the 22d September next. [The Count Pulaski, my commander at the battle plete failure Their counsels were far from
death of La Fayette, had a meeting and pass Post Office department, during the recess. Senate Committee on the same subject meets of Brandywine, has brethren, or bearer, $100. being sweet—they were attended with crimin
The name of the donor is not given.
ed lesolutions m honor ofthe veteran. They Some other business, of minor importance on the 15th of the same month.]
ation and recrimination—some of the mem
sent a letter of condolence to his family, and was transacted prior to the adjournment.
The Senate Committee of Finance, who
The New Brunswick Fredonian says—we bers were denied the republican name—in
voted to attend his funeral in a body.
l,he business of the House was closed at 3 are also instructed to sit during the recess, have cheering information from all ¡parts of deed, there was little of harmony and peace
o Mock, but owing to the executive business will have a meeting forthwith at Philadel
. Th! &e”eral election in the State of Louis oelore the Senate, the session was not closed phia ; after which they will, it is supposed, the State, as to the political prospects of the among them and much ofjarring and discord.
Whigs at the ensuing election. »All’s well
iana for Governor, legislature and members until seven.
The candidate for Congress was not select
sit for some weeks in IThi«^
this city before the
JeIsey; and
East will do her duof Congress for the next Congress, took place
meeting of Congress.—[Thia
_
__
(
ed, in Committee, until the third ballot, and
Uffis
Committee
con-f
ty
nobly.
In
Essex
we
may
expect
a
bump

last week. E. D. White, member ofthe presTwenty-three British square rigged vessels sists of Mr. Webster, Mr. Ewing, Mr. Man- 'er of twentyJive hundred !
Go ahead !”
then by only five majority—how it was with
erno?°ngreS3’18
Wh’S candidale for &ovgum^nd Mr. Tyler-Mr. Wilkins, the fifth
the Senatorial ticket we have not learned.
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the third ballot,
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tee was received
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convention. A young gentleman who holds
Messrs. Robbins, Webster, Poindexter,
[communications.]
ft wag from over Hading. He kheiv all aboiit
no office and, so far as we know, expects Ewing and Mangum, of the United States
For the Gazette & Palladium.
it.from experience. It was no great affair to
PROBATE NOTICES.
none—who is a firm Jacksonian, but who Senate, and Messrs. Denny of Pa., Crockett of THE OFFICE-HOf DFRd’
break, if a man could only get an office after
S'onn andntl»Ln.,-.
Z*
¿.1
TT
CONVEN

wishes to be harnessed to no man’s car—rose Tenn,
wards.
Nothing
in
bis
opinion
was
so
im

other members of the House of
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, withA
TION.
portant as to preserve the party. The regu
and spoke in opposition to the report. The Representatives, visited Philadelphia# by invi
It is a
in and for the county of York, on. the first
Whæh Jlas generally been well lar candidate should be supported fit or unfit.
Monday of July, m the year of our Lord
nominee for Congress he said had had run tation of the Whigs of the city and county, on Known, that those disinterested gentlemen i
eighteen hundred and thirtyfour,, by the Hom
ners in all quarters of the county, for a while the 4th inst. The anniversary of our Nation this county who holdall the offices, have for
BANGOfi, JULY 5.
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
years
past,
kindly
undertaken
to
make
the
past, urging his nomination. A Collector al Independence was celebrated there with
fire.
nominations and manage the elections in be
Our City has been again visited by a des TOHN C. HUSSEY, named Exectitbt in
followed and declared that the young man much eclat. The Whigs of the first Congres half of the good citizens of this county. So
tructive Fire.
Of a certain instrument purporting to bb
was no republican, because he supported sional District dined at the Hermitage Inn— that no man, however strong his claims upon
The morning of the 4th of July was usher
Judge Smith last fall. More was said in op of the 2d District, at the Chestnut-street The the public confidence, can be considered as a ed in by an appalling conflagration. The the last will and testament of Christopher
Hussey, late of Biddeford in said county^
position to the report. An ex-inspector talk atre, and of the 3d, at the Whitehall Farm, legitimate candidate for any office in the gift fire caught at about 2 o’clock in that part of yeoman, deceased, having presented the sama
of the people, unless he first receives the the city known as the Heater, just below the
ed of the importance of adhering to the 1 near Bridesburg. The invited guests were stamp of their approbation.
for probate :
These official
ORDE/RED—That the said ExeCtitor giva
“ regular nominations.” The Attorney Gen welcomed by each company with unbounded dignitaries have a convention every year on Kenduskeag Bank, and is supposed to be the
result of diunken malevolence. The wood
eral told the Convention that the divisions applause—patriotic sentiments were given— the 4th of July, and to preserve appearances, en Stores and Buildings in Merchants Row, notice to all persons interested, by causing a
in the party must be healed—political oppo eloquent speeches were made, and the day they give à general invitation to all of their from Mason’s building to Washington build copy of this order to be published threb
party to attend, but acting in concert them- ings and through to Fish Street, were all con weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gazette^
nents were present—looking on—hearing_ passed off with the utmost hilarity.
selvesi they have every thing before hand sumed, and so rapid was the combustion, that printed at Kennebunk, that they may appear
laughing—exulting—making merry at the
at a Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk,
cut and dried, so that the result is always in
The Somersworth Representatives.— conformity to their wishes and previous plans. much property was consumed with the in said county, on the first Monday of August
expense of the ‘ exclusives.’ All contentions
Stores without the possibility of removal. next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
must be healed.—The disaffected withdrew A public meeting was held in Somersworth, —I believe, however, they have never before The loss is estimated at over $30,000. In
shew cause, if any they have, why the said in
and threw out hints that another convention immediately after the return of the delega been so open and bold in their manœuvres as surance for about $20,000 in Boston and strument should not be proved, approved and
at their last meeting. In order that the good Newburyport. Not a dollar was insured at
would be held by and by, and then the resolu tion from that town, (who had been deprived people may see who these gentlemen3 are
a! I owed "as the last will and testament of thd
tions were adopted “ with two dissenting of their seats in the legislature by a very sin that manage our elections, I will give the the office in Bangor. It is now probable the said deceased.
city will be much improved by a new street
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
voices.”
gular manoeuvre, to which allusion was made names of a few of the more prominent office from Main to Fish Streets, and substantial
A true copy,—.Attest,
holders
who
attended
the
last
convention
at
Such are the facts as we have heard them. in our last number,) at which it was resolved Alfred.
brick buildings will supply the place of those
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
destroyed.
July 12.
What will be the result of all this discord we that the Representatives should return to Benjamin J. Herrick, Sheriff.
The People assembled tardily at the fire,
do not pretend to predict. Whether another Concord and claim their seats, and that they ,Jeremiah Bradbury, Clerk of the Courts.
mistaking the occasion of the ringing of the, At a Court of Probate held at Litfkrick
Convention will beheld or whether the disaf should be accompanied by the Selectmen of ■Jeremiah Goodwin, Register of Deeds and Bells for a part of the Celebration, but by ac
within andfor the County of York, on thefirst
Post Master.
fected portion of the party will be driven back the town and a committee from the citizens.
Monday of July, in the year of our Lord
tive and well directed exertions the fire wasj
Joseph
Howard,
County
Attorney.
confined to the wooden part of the Heater.
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by dhe
and made to “ toe the mark” we know not. The delegation and committee accordingly ’
William C. Allen, Register of Probate.
. The President of the Insurance Office here. Honourable W1LLIAM A. H AYES, Judge
We care very little which is done. Perhaps repaired to Concord, and the former present- jIsrael Chadbourn, Gaol Keeper, Alfred.
of said Court:
is probably, m amount, the greatest sufferer,
divisions among the Tories might in some re ed a memorial to the House of Represent*- Nathan
Clifford, Attorney Général.
by the Liss of cheap wooden buildings that' T|1MON HILL, named executor in a
claiming their seats as members of that i ^atflaniel Clark, Counsellor.
spects be favorable to the Whigs. But we fives
owing to their favorable situations paid high
certain instrument purporting to be the1*
■
-■
. .
.
‘J > f • 1 ■» /-»1
.» ... 1.
f
FFV
Burbank,
County
Treasurer.
rents. But such will be the improvements,; last will and testament of Samuel Hill, late.
care not about conquering in that way. We body, which was referred to a select commit Samuel
Barnabas Palmer, ")
of which the estate is now susceptible, that. of Wells, in said county^ yeoman, deceased,
are not engaged in a scramble for office—we tee. It appeared in evidence before the com Mark Dennet,
va p ofhis property will be enhanced. having presented the same for probate :
>
Custom
House
Officers.
are contending for principles. We do not mittee, that on the 11th of March last, there J. L. Lawrence,
Many of the occupants will suffer with more
ORDERED*—That the, said Executor
wish to gain the ascendency in consequence were at least 769 rateable polls in the town of Joshua Herrick, J
severity than the owners of stores from the give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Simon Fogg, ?
loss and damage by moving their goods, and ing a copy of this order to be published three
of divisions and contentions among our oppo S., exclusive of foreigners, but the Jackson David Boyd, < County Commissioners.
nents—but by the free and unbiassed suffra witnesses had doubts as to 16 of that number James Osborn, Jr., Post Master, Kennebunk. the derangement of their business. The weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
number of tenants and occupants beginning zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
ges of a majority of the People. And the day is leaving 752 undisputed I which number enti Samuel Moody, Post Master, Saco,
at Thomas’ buildings, on Main St. Merchants appear at a Probate Court to be held at Keiv
not far distant when we shall so triumph. tled the town to three Representatives. The together with sundry other Post-masters, Row, are nearly as follows :-Wm. E. Kim nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday
Deputy Sheriffs, &c. &c.
ball s Hat Store and Low and Currier’s Mar of August next, at ten of the clock in the
The people are leading what Jacksonism is Committee deferred the consideration of the
So evident was the management and trick ket House David Hill, Cabinet shop and forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have#:
-—they are witnessing and feeling its effects— subject on various frivolous pretexts, and at ery of these gentry in executing their plans,
Shoe store—Richard Thurston, Variety store why the said instrument should not be prov
they are becoming sensible that they must length postponed it fill Friday morning, 4th that many of the honest, well intentioned —-Nathaniel Goodhue, Confectioner—Mrs ed, approved and allowed as the last will and
members
of
the
Convention
remonstrated
stifle it or it will destroy our liberties, our hap inst. for a further hearing. The result of
Ingraham, fancy Dry Goods-T. A. While, testament of the said deceased.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
piness and our prosperity—and they will stifle their deliberations on that day we have not against the proceedings on that account, and Woollen Goods—John Sargent, Jr. TailorA true copy—Attest,
left the convention in disgust. But the lead
it—they have already spoken in loud and de learned. The Legislature adjourned without ers, by coaxing some and intimidating others, Tenement lately occupied by George Walker
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
—Messrs. Wright’s Variety Store—Samuel A.
termined accents, through the ballot boxes, in day on Saturday last.
July 12.
succeeded in carrying their nominations by a Hyde, English Goods. Herq the fire was ar
many of the States. But few will be swayed
small majority. They appealed to former rested by Mason’s block, and the Kenduskeag
SHERIFF^S~SALE^.
“
by the Jackson party a year hence. Maine “Democratic Republicanism” must mean, usages to sustain them, that is, I suppose, Lank, fronting the square, which are fire
according to the practice of the “ genuines”
York, ss.—June 28, 1834.
will be among the last to throw off the yoke who assembled at Alfred on the 4th, the mak that whatever office holders do must be right proof. Next on Broad Street, Albert Tit
AKEN on Execution, and will be sold
and should be sanctioned by the people. One
Jeweller—Grenville Flint, Variety
—but she will throw it off ere long. We may ing of the rich richer—the entailment of offices of these gentlemen holding a lucrative office, comb,
at Public Vendue, at the Store of
^ore—Wm. Emerson, Shoe Store—Mark L.
not be completely disenthralled in September -the raisingv up of a monied aristocracy.
stated that when UVUJIlJUllUUD
nominations were
J - Look expressly
|
J --------------VVUIU
Hi , Variety Store—Low & Holway, princi Messrs. Parks & Harris, in Berwick, ill
—but there will be astonishing changes at at the nominations. Jeremiah Goodwin of made according to the usages of the party, he pally sold out—Mrs. Silsbee, Fancy Dry said County, on Saturday the sixteenth day
Alfred a candidate for member of Congress, considered himself bound to support them
that time and those changes will be invariably A man independently rich—One of the richest afid should vote for the nominations thus Goods J. S. Montero, Confectioner—C. K of August next, at two of the clock in the afMiller, Variety Store—R. Treat, Bakery—E. j ternoon, all the estate, right, title, and inin favor of the Whigs.
men in the County of York. And how did made, whether
* ‘
the candidates were fit or & H. Hamilton, Variety Store—Bradbury & ! terest, which Daniel Luddington of said Ber-*
We shall have occasion again to refer to he acquire his riches ? By feeding at the unfit.” A principle so degrading and derog Herring, Variety Store—Stephen Gilman, I wick has, by virtue of a certain bond or con
public crib—by fat offices. He has held the atory to Freemen, and so/ inconsistent with Cabinet Ware House—P. Titcomb, Silver tract in writing from one David Wingate, to
the doings of this convention.
office of Register of Deeds for a dozen vears the genius of free institutions, it is believed, smith. These last two shops torn down, and a conveyance of the farm now occuped by
or more—he has been Postmaster of Alfred has never been publicly avowed since our
said Luddington in said Berwick, upon con
The Kennebec County Jackson Conven for some dozen or twenty years. And now fathers discarded and denounced the slavish here the fire ended. We do not pretend to ditions to be by him performed. Said farm
give
any
estimate
of
particular
losses,
un

tion, at Belgrade, 4th inst. nominated Var- these genuine republicans, who have been and tory docrines of passive obedience, un
is bounded by land of James Hubbard, Sam
num Cram of New Sharon ; Benj. Shaw of preaching about “ rotation in office” from time conditional submission of the will of the less sucli be handed in by the parties interest uel D. Whitehouse and the heirs of Gershom
ed.
We
have
understood,
however,
that
the
Gardiner and John Wellington of Albion, as immemorial, tell us he must be transferred many to the dictation of the few. The peo
insurance was so divided, as to reduce the in Horn ; the same having been attached by me
candidates for Senators ; Wm. Woart, Jr. of j from one fat office to another—he must con ple are not quite prepared to recognize such dividual
losses, for the most part, very small. on the original writ.
Augusta, for County Treasurer.—Dr. Amos ' tinue to feed on the public bounty. Is this doctrines as correct. They will not, I trust,
Since the foregoing was in type, we have G. C. WALLINGFORD, Deputy Sheriff.
Nourse, Postmaster of Hallowell, was nomina republicanism ? Is this “ rotation in office ?” be willing to surrender the free and inde
authority for saying that the insurance was
ted as a candidate for member of Congress, by a
SHERIFF’S SALE.
pendent exercise of their elective rights at between 15 and $20,000 on the buildings and
Jackson Convention for Kennebec and Som
York ss. HPAKEN by virtue of an ExA great Whig meeting was held by the the ballot boxes, to gratify a junto of dom goods resulting probably in contributions
erset Congressional District, held at the same
’ ' JL ecution and will be sold
ineering office-holders. They are opposed from the offices, not exceeding 14,000. And
r:.igsz. in, Brunswick on the 4th,' for the purplace
same day.
Conventions
r-vv on the
luu oaiiic
uay. These
jliichc, vuiivemions
1
at Public Vendue, near the Meeting-house of
—and whether
it
I
’
lb be
ut> i' we are confirmed in
I1J VUI
our Ola
statement,
WllJCJi j Lj that the
4seem to have been addressed and managed ' Pose °‘ cll00sin£ delegates to the State Con- to tyrrany< in anyv shape
the First Parish in Kennebunk, in said coun
nrinnlnollxz krr TJT_________x. ’
_
Z* 1 & 1
r. ♦
A.'_____ xt
HI .
m
attempted to be exercised by one or many,1 individual losses will act be severe.
principally by Hartford Convention federal vention at Augusta on the 31st. Twenty it is equally odious and intolerable.
ty, on Saturday the second day of August
ists, lawyers and office-holders.
next, at three o’clock in the aftenoon, all the
[COMMUNICATED.]
Delegates were selected. A series of resolu
LIBERTY.
A Baptist church is to be constituted in right in equity which Samuel Kimball of"
tions were adopted, a portion of which we
Kennebunk
on the 16th inst. with the usual Kennebunk-port, in said county, has to re
The Penobscot County Jackson Conven shall lay before our readers in a future num
For the Gazette & Palladium.
public exercises, to take the name of the Til deem the farm on which he now fives, with
tion, held at Bangor, on the 4th inst. nomin ber.
The nominations of the Jackson Caucus, at lage Church. Ministering brethren and all the buildings thereon, situated in said Ken
ated Ira Fish and Reuben Bartlett for the
others who can make it convenient are affec nebunk-port and being under the encum
State Senate—Gorham Parks for Member of
Alfred, July 4, 1834.
The late anniversary of our national inde
tionately invited to attend. We hope the brance of a mortgage to John Osborn & Co*
Congress, and Levi Bradley for County
Mr. Jere. Goodwin was nominated as a blessed Jesus will be in the midst of us and for the sum of 443 dollars and nine cents,
Treasurer. The votes on the first ballot for pendence was celebrated by the Whigs of candidate for Representative to Congress. He
with interest from the 15th day of October
candidates for the Senate, in Convention, Portland with unusual splendor. A grand 1 has already been in office over 20 years. He crown the contemplated meeting with his 1832.
j
stood—Fish 76—Jos. Kelsey 49—J. P. Rog procession—a fine Oration by Wm. Paine, was a Paymaster in the army. In order to piesence and salvation. Exercises to com
mence at 10 o’clock at Washington Hall.
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff!
ers 4—R. Bartlett 6—Scattering 3. On the
take good care of the money, he always kept
June 30, 1834.
Kennebunk, July 5, 1834.
2d ballot, Bartlett had 73—Rogers 43—Kel Esq.—a superb dinner and last though not a good ways off from all battles and skirmish
least, many excellent toasts.
sey 8—Scattering 2.
es. No man ever had a better tact or a better
LIST OF LETTERS
HYMENEAL
excuse for keeping out of the way of all dan
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk^
Several specimens of Lime Stone, taken ger.
All must admit that it would have
A Jackson County Convention, for Wash
MARRIED—In Boston, on the 3d inst. by
June 30, 1834.
ington County, was held at Machias on the from farms in different sections of the town been a bad thing to have had him taken by Re\Pr- Rowe11’ Mr' Charles Butler Wells,
A. B. C. D. E, F. G.
26th ult. The Office holders of the County, of Vienna, in this state, have recently been the British, with ail the money. He in some to Miss Maria Louisa, daughter of John Bin ¿pAPT- JOTHAM BLAISDELL, George
were very conspicuous members. The con examined by the editor of the Maine Farmer. way managed to come out of the army a rich nen, Esq.
'Ly W. Bickford,—Elisha Chadbourn 2,
vention balloted for a candidate for Congress He thinks it beyond doubt, judging from man, and was far from being so when he en
Ivory Chadbourn, Ira Chamberlain, Otho
obituary
tered
the
service.
The
ordinary
pay
of
a
from Hancock and Washington District.
Chatman,—William Durrell 2, Miss Eunice
Forty six votes were thrown—27 of them these specimens, that veins of good lime lieutenant was not calculated to enrich him.
DIED—In Wells, on the 9th inst. Mr. James Dorman,—Oliver Freeman.
were for Mr. Jarvis, the present incumbent, stone will be found in that region and recom He was Postmaster before the late war and Gillpatrick, aged about 71 years.
H. I. J. K. L. M;
13 for the Collector of Machias, 5 for other mends the commencement of operations im has held the office ever since. He has been
June, Mrs. Hannah, wife of
George W. Hardy, Miss Abigail Hardy,
four times elected Register of Deeds, t^nd if Mr. Samuel McJefferds, aged 71 years.
persons and 1 blank. Whereupon a resolu
Uriah Hanscomb,—Nathaniel Kendall,—Capti
In Kennebunk-port, 5th inst. Widow Elizabeth William Lord, Jun. Geo. & I. Lord, Joseph
tion was introduced declaring Mr. J. the mediately for the purpose of ‘ exploring and he holds the office until the end of his present
“ regularly nominated candidate,” &c. which ascertaining the best situations to quarry and term, will have held it 20 years. He is esti Bickford, aged 93 years.
Littlefield, Miss Mary Littlefield, Joel Mad
In Saco, 5th inst. Mr. Thomas Moulton, aired dox.
mated to be worth from 30 to 40,000 dollars.
was adopted—yeas 37—nays 5 !
convert the stone to quick-lime.’
°
He is a man of endless details, and great in 40 years.
N. O. P. Q. R. g.
In Biddeford, May 31, Christopher Hussey, a
Whig Conventions will be held at Paris, little things. No man can tell better than he worthy member of the Friends’ Society, aged
Moses Nason 2,—James Patten, Jr., Abra
A Great Whig Convention was held,
can, what are the politics of every man in
ham Perkins,—Edward Smith, Freemari
pursuant to previous public notice, at Machias, on the 6th day of next month, for Oxford the county. He knows just whom to touch 05.—It can in justice be said of friend Hussey Sawyer.
that he was endeared to all within the circle of
Senatorial
and
Oxford
Congressional
Dis

in order to advance his own cause.
Washington Co. on the 25th ult. “ to take into
his acquaintance by his amiable disposition and
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
Mr. Alexander McIntire although a de goodness of heart.—He was a kind husband, a
Henry C. Thayer,—Augustus Wise, Johtl
consideration the state of the times,” &c. tricts, to nominate candidates for State Sena
faulter to the Government, was designated as
parent, a good citizen and an honest man. Wiles, Nathaniel Webb.—30. »
Delegates from twenty-two towns were pres tors, County Treasurer, Member of Congress, a Senator, by Mr. Goodwin, no doubt, in or tender
At Stoneham, Mr. William Blackwell, aaed
JAMES OSBORN, Jun. P. M.
&c.
&c.
ent. Stephen Thacher of Lubec called the
der to conciliate his brother Rufus, who has lb. He went into a pond to bathe, on Sunday
evening,
15th
ult.
went
beyond
his
depth,
and
some
influence
in
the
upper
towns,
and
who
meeting to order—William Pope of East Ma
Accident.—Mr. Jotham Patterson of Bid
being unable to swim, was drowned.
chias was chosen Chairman,and S. M. Hunt deford was considerably injured on the 4th is turned aside without much ceremony, with
In Portland, Saturday morning, Isaac Adams Remaining in the Post Office at North Berwick ■
rather a lame expression of approbation from
and C. Burbank Secretaries. Committees inst, by the discharge of a swivel. His face was the caucus.
Esq. aged 60. Mr. Adams ha's been much in
Me. June 30, 1834.
public life, in the Legislature of Massachusetts
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
were appointed to draft an Address to the seriously injured and it is feared that he will
Frederick Green is a young lawyer, without and of this State, and various other offices. He
ETSEY ABBOT, Nathaniel 'Abbot,—«
People of Washington County, and to pre lose the sight of one or both of his eyes.
much promise, and very anxious for an office, was for many years at the head of the municipal
Maria Brown, Stephen Beijleen, Ed
was.
last
winter
a
candidate
for
the
office
of
government
of
that
town.
pare resolutions expressive of the sense of the
ward Brown. Eliza Brown, Benjamin Binler,Clerk,
when
Mr.
Bradbury
was
in
bad
odour
Fire.—The dwelling house of Capt. Wil
Convention—both of which, after having re
—Elihu Carpenter, Hermon Chase 3, Daniel
with the party on account of his agency in
SHIP NEWS.
Currier, Eleazer Cate,—John Earl,—Olivet
tired for a short time, reported—the one an liam Maxwell, on Gooch Island, in Biddeford, procuring the building of a new gaol? Wheth
Furnald, William Frye.appropriate Address and the other a series took fire on Monday afternoon last, but was er it is out of regard and kindness to Mr. Brad
KENNEBUNK, JULY 12, 1834.
H. I. J. K. L. M.
ef spirited and pertinent resolutions. The extinguished before the flames had made bury or a wish to quiet Mr. Green, in order to
William Hussey, Betsey Hartiveff, Dudley
keep
the
Clerkship
for
a
son-in-ldw
ofMr.
ARRIVED.
much
progress.
Convention was addressed by several gentle
July 5— Sch. Osprey, Perkins, from Boston,— Hays, Wm. H. Hobbs, Jacob H. Hall, Philan*
Goodwin’s, remains to be seen.
der Hartwell,—Wm. Logan,—Horatio S.
men, on the various interesting subjects
Nathaniel Clark has been engaged with sundry merchandise to E. Perkins and others.
The “ Democracy of Somerset” celebrated
10 Brig Florida, Blaisdell, from Portsmouth. Morrell, John Manning, John McCrillis
which the occasion suggested.
Mr.
Goodwin
in
some
land
speculations.
the 4th at Norridgewock by an oration, din
N4 o. p. q. R. s.
SAILED.
It was voted that a meeting of delegates ner, &c. The procession to the meeting Whether he made well or ill we know not,
July 8—Sch. Moro, Ward, for Boston.
Eliza Nowell,—Alexander Piersej—Charles
but
suppose
a
little
peculiar
sympathy
was
from the several towns in Hancock and house numbered 120, including boys (12 or
Sargent.
MEMORANDA.
created between them, and Mr. Goodwin
At Havana, 21st ult. brig Rival, Stone, Boston.
Washington Congressional District, be held at 15,) and exclusive of the escort—an independ could not do less than to let him be one of
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
ent company. In returning, the whole num
Ar. at Nantucket, 24th, sch. Phaeton, Saco.
Ebenezer Varney, Isaac Varney, AmasS
Cherryfield, (at such time as may be hereaf ber, escort and all, was 115 I!
the candidates for the Senate. He probably
Ar. atProvidence, 1st inst., sch. D’ Wolf, Chase Varney 2,—Asa L. Wiggin, Obed Wentworth#
encouraged him with the promise that he Saco.
ter designated by a Committee appointed by
Oliver Worster, Jacob Went wort h.-37.
should be President of the Senate. Mr. Shaw
the Convention,) to nominate a candidate for
M. HUBBARD, P. M,
(CT3It is worthy of remark that in this city, of Sanford, Mr. Wood of Acton, Mr. Wey
Congress ; and that delegates from the East where h.therto, the Jackson men have made mouth of Berwick, Mr. Wood of Lebanon,
inst.
liorA;
ern Senatorial District meet at Eastport on such pompous fourth of July celebrations, and Mr. Hobbs of Waterborough, were “ not
L. OSBORN, being out of health, finds
the 7th day of August, to nominate a candi now, not a movement was made, so despe acceptable to the democratic party.” It was un
• it necessary to relinquish his present
HE Stockholders of the York Manufac
rate is the cause in which they are engaged. derstood, however, that about one third of the
date for the State Senate.
turing Company, are hereby notified
The Office holders are almost the only parti caucus wished a different management. That line of Business, and will on Monday P. M.
at 1 o’clock July 28th, commence the sale-----of that the Annual Meeting of said Company
A much larger number of delegates attend sans left in their ranks—Port. Adv.
they did not like to be mere “ hewers of his present stock of1 GOODS, together with
will be holden at their Counting House in
ed the Convention than usually attend simi
wood and drawers of water” to a regency by two ’Cnnlr
avm •; Household
rr„.,c,„ r... 1J articles ;. tIron
... GJa««.
1, „ ,.or| „ .1,^
.. ®rT..i
Cook .M
Stoves
Saco, on rp
Thursday
the 17th day of July next,,
The
Antimasons
met
in
this
town
on
the
which all the business “ was cut and dried be bound Casks, &c. &c.
lar meetings—the utmost harmony and good
at
eleven
o
’
clock
A.
M.
for
the
choice of Offi
3dC 11and 4th, J?and nominated
Thomas
A.
Hill
X». Mill J'J
fore
>
hand,.” Mr.
1 . A?
Clifford
11 D(J HI lamented that patriHe solicits the attendance of Traders and
feeling prevailed among them—every motion of Bangor, for Governor,nr Joseph Southwick
I ots should be‘ so divided.
•1 i
They all had the others, who know the value of things, and cers for the ensuing year, and for the trans
action of süch other büsiness as may legally
was carried unanimously,—a fine spirit was window1 fnir Contgrms’ Charles Hayden of) same thing in view and all could'not be servfeel disposed to take a good bargain at some
manifested throughout.
Our friends in M•inslowj loi County Treasurer, and Thomas ed at once. They must wait patiently till thing near the worth. Nothing but fair man come before them.
By order of
Washington County have commenced the Rice of Winslow, Elnathan Pope of New their turns came, and each one should have agement may be relied on. Conditions to be
CHARLES BRADBURY, Preset.
Sharon, and Elisha Clark, of Wilton for! his full share of the spoils. Mr. Isaac Emery
known at the sale.
campaign well, nobly.
¡Senators, Hallowell Adv.
J. M. BATCHELDER, Clerk.
I assigned the cause of the present hard times.
Kennebunk, July 12,1833.
Saeo, June 28,1834.
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DUMFRIES’
To the Hon. Court of County Commissioners
ÏT0E
OMTIOOI
for the County of York.
AMILIAR Letters ; Family at Home ;
HIS beautiful and tho Lip HE extensive sale ahd established repHE undersigned, inhabitants of the town
POETRYrough bred young
Corner Stone ; Fire Side Piety ;
of North Berwick, in said county, re
JL
utation of
TOWN AND COUNTRY.
Private Devotions ; Young Christian ;
BLOOD HORSE, is of an
spectfully represent, that that part of the new
DUMFRIES’ ITCH OINTMENT,
BY J. m’dERHIOTT MOORE.
Worcester’s Last Thoughts ; Biblical Reader; road or straightening, leading from the old
elegant dark Chestnut Color, encourages the Proprietor to recommend it
Sprague’s Hirits, &c. &c.
O leave the gloomy city
road near widow Elizabeth Neal’s dwelling with a star, black mffin, tail and legs, both with renewed confidence to the public, as a
For the mountain and the vale,
house to the Causeway hill in North Berwick, hind feet partially white below the pastern
New Books for Children.
Where the ploughman trolls his ditty,
He is 6 years old in June next; 15 | most innocent as well as powerful applicawhich was at a regular session of the County joints.
Child at Home ; Lectures to Children ;
And the flowers perfume the gale.
|
■»
1 • 1- _
hands
high ; with a great share rxF
of KrYi'in
bone nnJ
and ) ' tion for this annoying disease.. The most
Commissioners,
for
the
County
of
York,
be

Child
’
s
Book
of
Repentance,
by
T.
H.
GalAye brooding o’er thy treasure
muscle. ° His Grandsire was the unrivalled inveterate cases have been cured in one
gun
and
held
at
Alfred,
in
said
County,
on
Like the Gnome that guards a mine,
laudet;
the third Tuesday of May 1833, ordered to Horse American Ellipse, that was sold the hour ! by this esteemed Ointment. It con
O how lofty are my pleasures
History of Joseph, by do. ;
be opened and made, may be discontinued, last season, at the age of 19 years, for 810,000^ tains no Mercury, or other noxious ingre
When comparisoned with thine.
How to be Happy, by Mrs. Sigourney
as it would subject the town to a very great and now stands on Long Island, in the, State dient, and may be confidently applied even
Poetry
for
Children,
by
do.
Thou hast never roamed the mountain
expense to build the road and bridge, and of New-York, for the use of mares, at $100 to the youngest children, or to pregnant
Sketches of Prophets and Prophecy ;
With a pointer and a gun,
that the Public convenience, in our opiriion, the Season. His dam by the celebrated Mor
Well
Spent
Hour
;
Persecuted
Child
;
Or reclined thee by a fountain
gan Horse. She would trot a mile in two females. Price 3/ and one half cents.
A great variety of small Toy Books, for does not require the alteration.
Partly shaded from the sun ;
minutes and forty-five seconds, and fifteen
Wherefore
your
Petitioners
pray,
that
the
sale by
D. REMICH.
Where the golden gleams that shiver
SOB32 AITO SNFLAMŒJ3
road above mentioned may be discontinued miles an hour, with ease ; and is now valued
Through the glancing branches high,
June 13, 1834.
agreeably to their request. Your petitioners high for a brood mare.
Fall in showers upon the river
would further pray that your honors would
LORD CABOT
As it rolls in music by.
KAISIBSo
HE studious, the weakly, and others
view and order a new road to be laid out and
Will be at his Stable in Biddeford, the
OX and CASK RAISINS ; Also—Su opened from said Elizabeth Neal’s dwelling
Thou hast never haply wandered,
who are troubled with soreness or
present Reason, ready to wait upon visitors,
With the lady of thy love,
perior Old and Young Hyson Tea.
house to said Causeway hill in the place at the usual low price of Seven Dollars, to inflammation of that delicate organ, will
Where the glassy brooks meandered
For sale by
WM. LORD.
where the old road was heretofore travelled. insure a foal. All Mares disposed of within be able to obtain a most pleasant and in
Through a lonely sunlit grove,
June 26,1834.
WILLIAM WEYMOUTH, & als.
a year, willffie charged as with foal.
Where the branches darkly wreathing,
valuable application, in
North-Berwick,
May 13/1834.
HENRY RHODES, Groom,
Bared the beauty of her eyes,
D UMFRIES’
Know
all
men
by
these
Pres

And the flowers around thee breathing,
We the undersigned, having known Lord
ents,
EYE
W^TERz
Gave their incense to their sighs.
STATE OF MAINE.
Cabot from a colt, do without hesitation pro
HAT I, Doctor Bennet of Sanford in
This well established PEashfor the Eye
nounce
him
a
first
rate
thorough
bred
Horse,
York, ss.
the County of York and State of Maine,
And 0-1 the bliss of blisses,
At a regular session of the County Commis and well deserving the patronage of the public. is perfectly innocent, and gives immediate
Tho-u hast never roamed the tide
yeoman, for and in consideration of the sum
relief, even in very aggravated cases of
RUFUS BANKS,
sioners oj the County of York, begun and
In a shallop built for kisses,
of one dollar, thq receipt whereofldo hereby
STEPHEN LITTLEFIELD,
soreness and inflammation. Price 25 cents.
held at Alfred, on the third Tuesday of May,
With that lady there beside j
acknowledge, have released and do by these
JERE. MILLIKEN.
BelieVe me, such a minute
1834.
presents remise, release and forever quit
Biddeford, March 15, 1834.
4m.
On the lonely, laughing foam,
N this Petition, Ordered, That the Peclaim unto Robert Bennet my son, a minor
Hath a thrill of rapture in it,
of
the
age
of
fourteen
years
the
thirteenth
tioners
give
notice
to
all
persons
and
Worth an age of bliss at home.
NEW GOODS.
corporations interested, that the said Commis
day of October last, the remainder of his time
F most obstinate character, after
SPLENDID assortment of SUMMER
from the day of the date hereof, until he shall sioners will meet at the house of Goh Nathan
Then come to where the heather
GOODS, cheap for cash. Just receiv
having baffled the skill of the most
have arrived at the age of twenty on’e years, iel Hobbs, in North Berwick, on the fourth
’
Spreads her mantle on the bill,
ed by
HUBBARD & BROOKS. eminent physicians, and withstood the most
And we’ll roam the wilds together,
with power and authority to make his own Tuesday of August next, at ten o’clock A. M.
Or we’ll rest beside the rill,—
Doughtys-Falls, June 21.
6 w.
bargains relative to his labor, and to settle and will then proceed to vievy the highway,
highly recommended medical preparations,
And we'll spurn the canker glooming
with those for whom he does labor and dis which by said petition is prayed to be dis
’ has been checked, relieved and cured, in a
On thy wrinkled visage now,
ENKNIVES,
a
fine
assortment-EmerndS °een
' 5
T
th;
v
continued,
and
also
the
route
for
the
high

charge them from all claims that I may have
son’s Razor Straps-Shaving boxes and I nu’»ber °f instances in and about tins city,
Till the brightest roses blooming
or he himself may have to his wages, and to way prayed for, and immediately after
Shalt be mirrored in thy brow.
by using for a shbittime
receive his wages and appropriate and dis said view will at some convenient place Brushes—Tooth,Hair and Shoe Brushes.
Dr. RELFE’S VEGETABLE SPECIFIC,
For
sale
by
D.
REMICH.
pose
of
them
in
such
manner
as
he
may
in
the
vicinity,
hear
the
parties.
Said
notice
temperance department.
—AND---to be by causing the Town Clerk of North
June 21.
consider will be most to his advantage.
ANTI-BILIOUS PILLS, ,
Berwick
to
be
served
with
an
attested
copy
..
In
witness
whereof,
I
do
hereby
set
my
From the Temperance Journal.
hand and seal this fourteenth day of Febru of said petition and this order thereon, by BONNETS, BONNETS. in connexion, according to the directions
causing the same to be posted up in three nnUSCAN, 7 braids, 11 braids, broad braids, accompanying the Specific. It is also one
ary A. D. 1834.
DOCTOR BENNET.
THE voice of olden times.
public places in said town and by causing A and Misses STRAW BONNETS, just of the best medicines known for Sick Head
Witness.
Having recently read the memoirs of one
the same to be published in the Kennebunk received and for sale very cheap by
ache, Sickness at the Stomach, Nausea and
Jno. Powers.
of the first, and perhaps the greatest and best Elihu Parsons.
Gazette published at Kennebunk, three weeks
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
Flatulences.
minister that ever Boston or New-England
successively, each of the other notices and
Doughty’s-Falls, June 18, 1834. 3w.
No complaint is perhaps more prevalent
SCYTHES.
enjoyed ; who lived, flourished and preach
the first of said publications to be thirty days
in this or any other country, than Head
Scythe Kiites.
ed more than one hundred and fifty years e®
D O Z. JOY & SONS’ superior at least before said fourth Tuesday of August.
ache.—It is seldom a primary affection,
Attest, J ERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
ago, I was much struck with what his biog e sW./ SCYTHES ; Also—a quantity of’
but arises from a variety of causes, such as
Copy
of
said
Petition
and
order
thereon,
rapher relates respecting the manner and Shaker Rakes and Rifles, for sale by the sub
suppression of customary evacuations, ob
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
WM. LORD.
subjects of his preaching.
Believing it to scriber.
AVE just received from the Manufactur structed perspiration, &c. It is likewise not
June 14.
June
26,1834.
be at agreement with the design of your
er, a supply of Austin's celebrated unfrequently symptomatic of indigestion, for
Journal, which is to aid and extend the pres
BOTANICAL IIYGEIAN
,
Scythe Rifles, which they offer for sale by the
SOTTST
WANTED.
so great is the sympathy between the brain
dozen
at the wholesale price.
ent temperance reformation, I send you the
Vegetable _
<
LL persons indebted to the subscribers,
and stomach, that it is often difficult to deter
June 17, 18.34.
following extract in the humble hope, that
Universal Medicine.-,
by note or account of more than 3
mine which is really in fault, and when it
this voice from the grave, may be the happy
months standing, are requested to pay the
mHIS compound vegetable matter con- NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. arises from a foul state of the stomach, it is
means of reaching the hearts, and reforming same immediately, as we do not wish to em
sists of eight different articles only, and
HIS Vegetable Medicine stands unrival generally termed sick head ache, which will
the lives of some of the infatuated tipplers of barrass a Lawyer with the collection of our is warranted free from any mercurial or
led for the following complaints, viz : be speedily relieved by this Specific.
debts.
HUBBARD
&
BROOKS.
the present day.
chymical substances, all of which are consid
—
Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Liver ;A remarkable case is mentioned in Dr.
Doughty
’
s
Falls,
June
10,
1834.
3m.
« What pains did he take to convince you
ered detrimental to those who take them.
Bffwus Disorders ; Jaundice ; Dropsy ; Asth Conway’s pamphlet, of iT?" “ A Lady of
This medicine consists of two kinds of ma
that none but fools make a mock of sin.
; Costiveness ; Bilious Cholic ; for Warms;
Kooks $ Stationary.
Pills put up in one box with a parting, and Pains in the Side, Stomach, and Breast ; Loss Danvers, who had been afflicted most of the
How vehemently did he, with the hammer
lime for 20 years with a sick head-ache,
designated
by
No.
1
and
2
;
the
No.
1
is
the
which breaks the rock in pieces, drive this
of Appetite ; Colds and Coughs ; Hoarseness; was cured.by'part of a box of this Specific.”
largest parcel. The box is enclosed with a
D. REMICH
home upon you, that no sin is to be indulg
Shortness
of
Breath
;
Nervous
Com

AS just received a large assortment of bill of directions and a blue paper strap wound
Price of the Specific and Pills 50 cents
fyc.
ed and harbored ? How often has he de
Miscellaneous & School Books ; lengthwise over the box with a flowered label plaints,
This medicine is of a warming, cheering each.
clared unto you, that any one gross, known
on :the outside, with the words Botanical Uni
Writing and Letter Paper, a great variety
sin, lived in, is incompatible with a state of and almost every article of Stationary usually versal Medicine. This vegetable Compound and invigorating nature : whereas, it is well
THE
known many other Cathartics have directly
is warranted good in all cases where any an opposite tendency; and it has a most pow
salvation ? What mighty thundering^ did inquired for.
thing
of
the
nature
of
a
good
cathartic
is
you hear from this pulpit, as from a flaming
June 13,1834.
erful influence, exceeded by no other medi
wanted. The oldest and youngest may take cine, in removing Nervous complaints. It is
mountain, against those things for which
ITtHlS agonizing disorder is cured in its
BiMes
&
Testaments.
it
without
harm,
or
danger
of
taking
cold,
the wrath of God comes upon the children
pleasant to tdke, and in its operation so much JL
most painful stages, by one of the
without
altering
diet
or
dress
from
accustom

UARTO, Royal Octavo, Pronouncing,
so,
that
it
may
be
administered
to
the
tender
of disobedience ? What warnings did he
most
simple
as well as powerful remedies
Duodecimo and Pocket Bibles, in a ed habits. This medicine is sure to give sat- infant with safety.
therefore give against the particular sins, by
I isfaetion
to all the world if rightly adminis
known in modern practice. The
great variety of bindings ; Octavb, Duodeci

VEGETABLE POWDERS.
which he saw the souls of men endangered ? mo and Pocket Testaments ; for sale very tered. It does not require the aid of any
CAMBRIAN TOOTH-ACHE PILLS
THESE Powders are a most valuable
« But when the wrath of God was re low by
other medicines. In common cases it should
D. REMICH.
afford instant relief, without inflicting the
composition
for
young
or
old,
male
or
female.
be used as medicine, and not as food as some
vealed from heaven against all unright
June 13, 1834.
They are useful and safe for violent colds, fe slightest injury on the teeth. They are ap
other medicines are.
...
,
eousness and ungodliness ofmen, in his do
vers, foul stomach, head-ache, jaundice, pain plied externally to the parts affected, with
The
subscriber
respectfully
invites
the
pub

ing the part of YReprover, there was espe
lic to call on him and try this medicine. The in the stomach and bowels, dysentary, cholic, the greatest ease and expedition, and gen
cially one sin, that he singled out for his fre
public may rest assured that every article in loss of appetite, cold hands and feet, palpi erally operate as a soothing lenitive to the
quent fulminations : that was the sin of
this medicine has been thoroughly tried and tation of the heart, rheumatism, female cOm- suffering patient. Price 50 cents a box.
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
drunkenness,—baneful and woful
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli found to be as good as any thing that can be! plaints, caused by colds, and all kinds ofhudrunkenness—intemperance in drinking—
found in any country. Any one that wishes> mors.
cation. See directions.
WHITE TEETH !
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
a slave to the bottle. Of this, with what rglHE character of this celebrated Oint- for medicine, and are not able or willing to
AND
HIS
Ointment
stands
at
the
head
of
all
merit stands unrivalled for being a safe, purchase, are invited to call and take some
vehemency did he warn the tippling tribe, j
remedies for the following diseases
that at the last ! at the last! at the last ! , speedy and certain cure for that loathsome for trial, without money or price. Put up in
which human nature is heir to, viz.:—Rheu
it will bite like a serpent, and sting like an disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of a warranted uniform manner in Providence* matism, both Chronic and inflammatory— HH HOSE who would retain, or restore
S. PIKE
pimples on the skin. Itis also a valuable ar R.I.by
A
these desirable personal advantages
adder !”
None are genuine unless signed in the sub- Gout—Sprains—Bruises^ and contracted Ten
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
are assured that no composition can be
The preacher here, with bis hammer, The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,1 scriber’s hand writing.
dons of long standing.
It discusses all tumors—renders stiff joints
struck the nail on the head.
Drunkenness which are so.eminently useful for removing'
LEADER DAM,
No. 29, -Prince
Street, limber by producing a healthy muscular ac obtained superior to the
L/nm, nv.
-------------------is a sin, a sin against God, which if unre all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
Boston, is appointed Agent for the sale of the
pented of and unforsaken, must forever ex- A fresh supply is just received, and for sale by above medicine, at wholesale and retail, for tion.
It assuages pains in Boils and AbsOses. Noth
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
chicfe the guilty subject from the kingdom
This is an elegant and pleasant prepara
S. Pike of Providence, and by the following ing equals it in swelled and inflamed Breasts
ENOCH
GOODALE,
Saco.
persons
only
at
retail:
Samuel
Andrews,
of heaven. If the preachers of the present
in females if applied in its early stage, pre tion in every respect, and has for many years
Seth W. Fowle, Joseph T. Brown, Wm. L. vents suppuration or matter forming, and past given universal satisfaction wherever
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
day would fulminate, and as faithfully warn
Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney. Hastings, Richardson, Ashel Boyden, Benjamin Hig
the <■ tippling tribe’ of their guilt and danger, and
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, .LI. gins, Erastus S. Holden, Charles French, gives in all cases immediate ease from pain. it has been used.
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
as this venerable Father did, much good Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
The Anticeptic Dentifrice is exempt
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. Ambrose Seaton, Pearson and Rowland, cessary.
from acid and other deleterious ingredients
might be done.
Yours, &e.
Charles Holbrook, Whitwell and Richards.
This remedy is offered to the public with
Josephus.
For Sale, wholesale and retail, in Portland, the full assurance that it far excels the opo which too frequently enter the composition
of Tooth powders in common use, and it whi
by
Wm.
C.
Mitchell
&
Co.
Joshua
Durgin,
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
deldocs and liniments of the present day, for
(Cjr’A Fact.—“ 7 may as well have the
John Coe, Henry K. Hinkley and David the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted tens the enamel of the teeth without doing
@
Griffith, Middle ¿treet; in Kennebunk-port,
it the least injury.—The regular use of
profits as another $ If I don?t sell others
EGS leave to inform the inhabitants of by Andrew Luques; in Wells, by Joseph to give it the decided preference to every this admired powder, by purifying the
will?’
Kennebunk and its vicinity, as well as Wilson; in York, by Andrew Clark ; in thing else. Many physicians of eminence
Last week, E-------- E———was brought
have used this ointment and extol its merits. mouth and preventing the accumulation of
the public generally, that he has commenced
befqre J----- . T------ , Esq., a Justice of the business at Kennebunk village. He has an Gorham, by J. H. and S. C. Clements ;
tartar, operates as the best preventive of the
Vegetable Elixir, or Rheumatic Drops.
in Limington, by James McArthur, Esq.;
HIS ELIXIR is useful in all cases of Tooth Ache. The Dentifrice removes
Peace, for beating and maltreating his wife, arrangement by which he will receive the la in Newfield, by John Adams ; in Alfred,
pain if taken inwardly or applied ex discblourations, and restores the beautiful
while he was in a state ofiritoxication. The test fashions from Boston, New-York, and by Nathan Kendall ; in South-Berwick,
facts were so clearly proved, and the case other places, immediately after their introduc by Doctors Trafton and Parker ; in Limerick, ternally.
native whiteness of the enamel. As its
In cases of common head-ache, bathe the application braces and strengthens the
was one of such gross and palpable miscon tion.
by StimpSon & Co. ; in Dover, by John H.
By this, the employment of the best work Wheeler and A. A. Tufts; at Great Falls, by head and snuff it up the nose ; it will gener Gums, it secures to them their healthy and
duct, that the Justice ordered him to the
ally relieve in a few minutes. Hold some in
work house for seventy days—a too lenient men, and a prompt attention to the calls of Dr. Wingate, and by most Dealers who pur the mouth for the tooth-ache, then wet cot florid hue, and by removing all offensivehis customers, he hopes to merit and receive chase L. Dam’s medicines, in all of the Newpunishment altogether.
When sentence a portion of public patronage.
ton-wool and put it on the tooth ;it will gen foreign accumulations from the teeth, pre
England States.
was pronounced, E.’s son, about thirteen
serves the natural sweetness of the breatherally relieve in a short time.
Should any doubt his skill, will they but
July 13,1833.
tf.
When the joints are swelled or pained with Price 50 cents.
years of age, who was present, spoke up, afford him an opportunity, he will, by a good
“ Squire T----- , father never would have fit and faithful execution, endeavor to remove COMMISSIONERS5 NOTICE. Rheumatism, rubbing them with this elixir
^^None genuine unless signed on the
done §o in the world, if you had not sold their scruples. All. garments warranted to THE subscribers, appointed by the Judge will relieve the pain and bring down the outside printed wrapper by thesoZe Propri
swelling. When ajoint is strained, by bathing
him the pint ofrum.” This unexpected and suit.
of Probate for the County of York,
Ladies’ Habits cut in a fashionable style, and Commissioners to receive and examine the it with this Elixir the pain will be removed, etor, T. Eiddf.k, immediate successor u>
cutting reproof brought a blush upon the
the swelling taken down, and the strength the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
cheeks of the magistrate; an emotion which other cutting will be attended to with prompt claims of the creditors to the estate of
with all the other u Conway Medicines,”
restored.
ness.
a rum dealer very seldom betrays.
PORTER SANDS,
People troubled with weakness and pain in at his counting Room, No. 99, next door to
(jrjr’The Summer fashions will be received
late of Kennebunk, in said County, deceased, their backs, may be cured by bathing with J. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
in a few days.
represented insolvent, aiid six months being this Elixir two or three times a day.
Kennebunk, April 4,1834.
3m.
& Hanover streets, hear Concert Hall, Bos
In cases of pain in the stomach or bowels,
allowed for the creditors to bring in and prove
ton
:—& also, by his special appointment,
■ff SHALL sell on Execution, at Public Ventheir claims, hereby give notice that they will by taking from half to a whole table spoonful
NOTICE.
A due, at the store of Keay & Butler, in
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
attend
for
that
purpose
at
the
office
of
J
ohn or by bathing the parts affected, the pain will by
Lebanon, on Saturday the 2d day of August hyman > Kennebunkport,
%*Large
discount to those who buy to
F
rost, in said Kennebunk, on the last Sat soon be removed.
next, at three o’clock P. M., all the right in Jlollis, KiMeford F Saco.
Vegetable Bitters.
sell again.
Equity which John Hardison of Lebanon, ALL persons indebted to Dr. LEVI J. urday of June inst. arid on the last Saturdays
This preparation is calculated to correct
of the five following months from 2 till 5
in the County of York, yeomari, lias to re
HAM, in either of the above named o’clock P. M. of each of said days.
the bile and create an appetite, by restoring ~
~NOTICE~.' Zdeem a certain parcel or tract of land situated towns, are hereby notified that he has left his
the digestive powers ; and may be freely used THE subscriber having contracted witn
JOHN FROST,
and lying in said Lebanon, on the road leading demands at the office of Wm. C. Allen, Esq.
both as a restorative and to prevent disease.
WM. W. WISE.
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
from G. Falls to Acton Corner, and bounded in Alfred, for collection.
Kennebunk, June 5,1834.
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
fr^The
above
medicines
are
prepared
by lands of Mark W. Pray, George Stackpole
June 2.
and for sale by CHARLES HOLMAN, Pen■ notice that he has made suitable provision foi
and others, containing fifty acres more or less,
hallow street, Portsmouth, N. H. where may them at the town Work-House, and herebj
and is the same farm on which the said Har
PAPER HANGINGS.'
forbids all persons harboring or trusting an]
dison now lives, with the buildings thereon A LARGE and handsome assortment of
ARWELL’S and SOUTHWICK’S be found a general assortment of vegetable of the Pauper's of said town, as he is deteii
medicines, and also by the following gen
standing. The sum for which said property
ROOM PAPERS & BORDERS,
Scythes, Scythe Snaiths and Rakes.
tlemen :—At Kennebunk, by John Lillie ; mined to pay no bill for their support.
was mortgaged and the conditions made just received and for sale by D. REMICH.
For sale by
MILLER & HALL.
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
at Wells, bv Joseph Wilson ; at Great Falls,
known at sale.
June 13,1834.
June 19,1834.
_________ by Timothy Walcott, (General Agent,) Ste
Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
JAMES B. SHAPLEIGH, D. S/imJ
phen Wingate and R. Bradford ; Dover, J.
Sanford, June 23,1834.
Wmittere
Feathers.
ORN for sale, by the subscriber.
H. Wheeler and Asa A. Tufts; Portland,
OR sale very cheap by
FOR
sale
by
WM. LORD.
ELLOW FLAT CORN, For sale by
David
Griffith.
HUBBARD
&
BROOKS.
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
June
3,1834.
CHARLES
HOLMAN.
Doughtys-Falls, June 21.
6w.
Doughtys-Falls, June 2L
3w.
June 21,1834.

LORD CABOT.
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